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ABSTRACT
A Tale of Two Planet(ary bodie)s:
The Origin of Ice on Mercury and the Moon
by
Lior Rubanenko
Doctor of Philosophy in Geophysics and Space Physics
University of California, Los Angeles, 2020
Professor David A. Paige, Chair
The low obliquity of Mercury and the Moon causes topographic depressions located near
their poles to cast persistent shadows, which may cold-trap volatiles for geologic time periods.
Despite their similar thermal environments, telescopic and remote sensing observations have
previously detected thick, pure water ice deposits near the poles of Mercury but not the Moon
- where ice was found to be superficial or mixed with the regolith. This work attempts to
resolve the apparent difference between the two planetary bodies employing physical models
and spacecraft observations. We study how topographic roughness affects the temperature
distribution and the ensuing prevalence of cold-traps, and constrain the amount, age and
origin of polar ice deposits on Mercury and the Moon. Our results suggest that the difference
between the amount of cold-trapped volatiles on these planetary bodies may not be as
significant as previously thought, and that the presence of heavier carbonaceous volatiles on
Mercury may explain the higher purity of its ice deposits relative to the Moon.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
At first glance, Earth’s Moon and Mercury are nearly indistinguishable. Both bodies are
gray, rocky and airless, and have a tiny obliquity to the ecliptic plane. In 1952, The renown
chemist and Nobel laureate Harold Urey suggested topographic depressions near the poles of
the Moon may cast permanent shadows (Urey, 1952). Urey postulated that in the absence of
atmospheric heat transport, these shadows may be sufficiently cold to trap volatiles. About
a decade later, Watson et al. (1961) showed water ice may become cold-trapped inside these
permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) for geologic time periods. Recently, Urey’s clairvoyant
prediction was found to be surprisingly accurate; ice was detected near the poles of both the
Moon and Mercury (e.g. Harmon et al., 2001; Colaprete et al., 2010; Harmon et al., 2011;
Paige et al., 2013; Chabot et al., 2014). However, the ice deposits on Mercury were found to
be orders of magnitude thicker than the seemingly superficial deposits on the Moon. How
could these nearly identical thermal environments produce such remarkable differences?
This question was the main motivation for the work presented here. The path to an-
swering it began with understanding how topographic roughness affects the temperature of
airless surfaces and the ensuing prevalence of cold-traps. It continued by exploring the origin
and age of the smallest ice deposits on Mercury and the Moon, and concluded by synthesiz-
ing recent results with both analyzed and neglected, previously unanalyzed, remote sensing
data.
The data employed throughout this work were collected by four prolific instruments
on board two orbiters that explored the surfaces of Mercury and the Moon: the MErcury
Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry and Ranging (MESSENGER, Solomon et al.
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(2001)) and the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO, Chin et al. (2007)). The Mercury Laser
Altimeter (MLA, Cavanaugh et al. (2007)) and the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA,
Smith et al. (2010)) sampled the planets’ topography by timing the round-trip flight of
infrared (1064 nm) laser pulses fired at their surface. Along with the topographic relief,
these instruments also measured the surface reflectance as the ratio between the emitted
and the absorbed beam power. The Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS, Hawkins et al.
(2007)) and the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC, Robinson et al. (2010))
photographed the surface of Mercury and the Moon down to a resolution of a 20 m px−1 and
0.5 m px−1, respectively. The lunar radiometer experiment (Diviner, Paige et al. (2010a))
measured the surface temperatures of the Moon at a resolution of ∼ 250 m px−1.
The surface temperature of the Moon and Mercury is dominated by insolation. The
porous regolith covering these bodies is thermally insulating, and in the absence of at-
mospheric convection sharp temperature gradients form over short distances (Keihm and
Langseth Jr, 1973; Langseth et al., 1976; Hayne et al., 2017). During the day, illuminated
slopes quickly reach radiative equilibrium, while shadows are more affected by scattering
from topography and heat diffusion into the subsurface (Bandfield et al., 2015; Rubanenko
and Aharonson, 2017). Shortly after sunset, thermal emission from the warmest slopes still
affects the surface temperature. However, this effect quickly subsides as warm slopes radiate
heat faster than cold slopes (Rubanenko et al., 2017b).
Calculating the temperatures from this heat balance (Figure 1.1) is simple but compu-
tationally demanding due to the need to account for scattered and emitted flux from all
nearby slopes. Sometimes, it is possible to estimate this flux by assuming the topography
is composed of idealized shapes such as hemispherical craters (Buhl et al., 1968; Ingersoll
et al., 1992) or Gaussian surfaces (Chapter 2). However, in the general case, there is no
alternative but to use techniques such as Ray Casting (Roth, 1982). A modified version of
this algorithm, which was popular in early 3-D video games (Kushner, 2002), is adopted here
to simulate cast shadows and scattering from the surface. A full description of this thermal
model may be found in chapter 2 of this work.
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Figure 1.1: The radiation balance on a rough, airless surface is composed of insolation (Fs),
reflected and emitted radiosity ( ~Jr + ~Je) and subsurface conduction. α is the slope angle,
and θz is the solar zenith angle.
All rotating planetary bodies experience a diurnal change in the amount of insolation
they receive, which affects their temperature. The amplitude of the temperature variation,
often termed the thermal wave, decreases as it diffuses into the subsurface. It is sometimes
convenient to define the thermal skin depth, or the depth at which the surface temperature
decreases e-fold,
δ =
√
k
ρc
P
2pi
(1.1)
where P is the planetary body rotation rate, k is the thermal conductivity and ρc is the
volumetric thermal heat capacity. For lateral scales larger than δ, it is possible to model
heat diffusion into the subsurface by solving the 1-D thermal diffusion equation,
ρc
∂T
∂t
= k
∂2T
∂z2
(1.2)
the thermal skin depth on airless, slowly rotating bodies such as Mercury and the Moon is
of the order of a few decimeters. By calculating the surface and subsurface temperatures on
Mercury and the Moon, it is possible to model how volatiles migrate on their surface.
Due to their weak gravity, Mercury and the Moon both have tenuous atmospheres; the
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particles that compose them move in ballistic hops whose height h depends on their thermal
energy,
h =
2kBT
µg
(1.3)
where T is the temperature, g is the gravitational acceleration of the planet, µ is the particle
mass and kB ≈ 1.38 × 10−23 m2 kg s−2 K−1 is the Boltzmann constant. The factor of two
in the expression above is due to the particle’s higher probability to travel upwards, being
bounded by the surface below (Schorghofer, 2015). Table 1.1 shows the hop height h for
three different types of volatiles on Mercury and the Moon. The time the molecules spend
stuck to the surface between hops is called the residence time, the ratio between the number
density of water molecules per unit area θ and the loss rate Jtot,
τ =
θ
αJtot
(1.4)
where α is a coefficient indicating how many molecules will be reflected from the surface
upon impact (Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007).
If the thermal energy of the hopping molecule is sufficiently high, it will escape the gravity
of the planet it was bound to. Conversely, molecules with very low thermal energies will
become trapped for geologic time periods, nearly unable to leave the surface they landed on.
Watson et al. (1961) calculated the rate at which volatile molecules will sublimate from an
airless surface,
E =
Pv(T )√
2pikTµ
(1.5)
where Pv(T ) is the temperature dependent saturation vapor pressure of the molecule. As an
example, Figure 1.2 shows the sublimation rate of exposed water molecules. At low enough
temperatures, molecules may become cold-trapped for geologic time periods. The exact value
of the sublimation threshold defining these cold-traps varies in the literature, ranging from 1
mm Ga−1 to 1 m Ga−1 (e.g. Watson et al., 1961; Arnold, 1979; Lanzerotti et al., 1981; Paige
et al., 1992, 2010b). However, for E < 1 m Ga−1, other temperature independent destruction
mechanisms such as UV photolysis (Lyα), space weathering and impact gardening dominate
over spontaneous sublimation (Figure 1.2) (Lanzerotti et al., 1981; Morgan and Shemansky,
4
g (m s−2) T (K) h (km)
H2O CO2 Xe
Mercury 3.7
Equator maximum 600 150 62 20
Equator minimum 100 25 10 3
Polar Crater PSR 180 45 18 6
Moon 1.6
Equator maximum 400 230 41 32
Equator minimum 90 52 9 7
Polar Crater PSR 110 65 11 9
Table 1.1: Temperatures and hop scale for water, CO2 and Xenon molecules on Mercury and
the Moon. For Mercury, I show the modeled equatorial maximum and minimum tempera-
tures (Vasavada et al., 1999). For the Moon, I show the measured maximum and minimum
temperatures measured by the LRO Diviner radiometer (Williams et al., 2017). The PSR
temperature was estimated based on the results of an analytic thermal model (Ingersoll et al.,
1992)
1991; Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007). Consequently, a surface cold-trap is defined here as an
area in which the sublimation rate never exceeds 1 m Ga−1. For water ice, which will be the
main subject of this work, this sublimation rate is achieved at the cold-trap temperature,
Tct = 120 K.
Unlike exposed volatiles, buried volatiles benefit from the protection of the overlaying
regolith that acts both as a physical and as a diffusion barrier. Molecules sublimating from
a buried deposit hop between the grains of the regolith covering it. The additional time it
takes these molecules to randomly walk from pore to pore decreases the volatile sublimation
rate. If σ is the surface molecular density and τ is the temperature dependent residence time,
the mass flux between two adjacent subsurface layers at depths z = zn and zn+1 = z + ` is
5
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Figure 1.2: The sublimation rate into vacuum of exposed (blue) and buried (red, yellow)
water molecules. Cold-traps are defined as areas in which the sublimation rate never exceeds
1 m Ga−1.
given by,
J(z) = −µ
2
(
σn+1
τn+1
− σn
τn
)
= −µ`
2
∂
∂z
(
σn
τn
)
(1.6)
where the factor of 1/2 was added due to the equal probability of the molecule to travel up
or down. We can now write the loss rate in terms in terms of the mass density, ρ = µσ/`,
J(z) = −`
2
2
∂
∂z
(
ρ(z)
τ(z)
)
(1.7)
Below the thermal skin depth, the temperature dependent residence time is relatively
constant. Assuming the amount of buried ice is much greater than the amount that can
be buffered in the overlaying regolith, the density profile becomes linear (Schorghofer and
Taylor, 2007). Its gradient can be determined by the difference between the surface density
and the density at the ice-regolith boundary (µθ/`),
J(z) =
`2
2τ
dρ
dz
=
`
2τ
µθ
z
=
µ`
2
E(T )
z
(1.8)
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so the subsurface loss rate is simply the temperature dependent sublimation rate (Equation
1.5) scaled by the depth z. As can be seen in Figure 1.2, buried ice is significantly more
durable than exposed ice. For example, the loss rate of ice buried at a depth of only 1 cm is
two orders of magnitude lower than that of ice found on the surface.
This thesis is divided into six chapters: the first serves as an introduction, describes
the problem and provides necessary background. The second chapter describes how sur-
face roughness affects the temperature distribution of airless planetary bodies. The third
discusses the link between the temperature distribution of a rough, airless surface and the
ensuing prevalence of cold-traps with applications to the Moon. The fourth chapter applies
numerical models and observations to estimate the thickness and prevalence of micro cold-
traps on the surface of Mercury to estimate their age and origin. Chapter five explores the
possibility the the thickness of the ice deposits on Mercury and the Moon may be smaller
than previously thought. The sixth and final chapter concludes this work and proposes a
potential explanation for the pristine cold-trapped ices on Mercury relative to the Moon.
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CHAPTER 2
Equilibrium Temperatures and Directional Emissivity
of Sunlit Airless Surfaces with Applications to the
Moon
This chapter was submitted for publication in: Rubanenko L, Schorghofer, N., Greenhagen,
B. T. and Paige, D. A., Equilibrium Temperatures and Directional Emissivity of Sunlit
Airless Surfaces with Applications to the Moon. Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets.
2020.
Abstract
Solar irradiance dominates the heat flux incident on airless planetary bodies. In thermal
equilibrium, surface roughness affects the temperature distribution by changing the inci-
dence angle local to each slope. In order to simulate temperatures and thermal emissions at
different phase angles, existing thermophysical models usually employ computationally ex-
pensive techniques such as ray-tracing. Here we derive the equilibrium surface temperature
distribution of sunlit Gaussian rough surfaces, providing an exact solution for the sun at the
zenith and an approximate solution for the general case. We find that although the slope
distribution of realistic airless surfaces is often non-Gaussian, their temperature distribution
is well-modeled assuming a Gaussian slope distribution. We additionally present closed-form
expressions that describe the radiation emitted from rough surfaces at different emissions
angles and employ them to radiometrically estimate the roughness of the lunar surface using
measurements obtained by LRO Diviner. Our model may also be applied to studying the
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surface roughness of both resolved and unresolved airless planetary bodies such as asteroids.
2.1 Introduction
The energy balance on the surface of airless planetary bodies is dominated by radiation
which, in the absence of significant geothermal and atmospheric heat transport, causes steep
temperature gradients over short horizontal distances. During the day, the main source of
energy is incoming solar radiation (insolation). For slowly rotating planetary bodies with
low near-surface thermal inertia, illuminated slopes quickly reach thermal equilibrium with
incoming radiation (Spencer, 1990; Bandfield et al., 2015). As a result, the slope angle
directly affects the temperature distribution by changing the incident solar flux vector.
The best studied airless planetary body in the solar system is Earth’s Moon. A common
way to characterize the lunar surface roughness is through its slope distribution (e.g. Smith,
1967b; Rosenburg et al., 2011a; Kreslavsky et al., 2013). The degree of roughness at a given
lateral scale may be described by the root mean square (RMS) slope, and the dependence of
the roughness on lateral scale is often expressed by a power law whose exponent is related
to the well known Hurst exponent (Hurst, 1951; Schroeder, 2009). On the Moon, the RMS
slope increases at smaller lateral scales (Figure 2.1a).
The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) studies the lunar surface roughness employing
laser altimetry (Smith et al., 2010), visible imagery (Robinson et al., 2010) and IR emission
(Paige et al., 2010a) and radar (Nozette et al., 2010). The effect of subpixel topography on the
temperature distribution may be numerically or analytically modeled assuming the surface
is composed of idealized topographic features. Buhl et al. (1968) described topographic
roughness as a collection of hemispherical bowl-shaped cavities and modeled the daytime
temperature of the Moon. Later, Ingersoll et al. (1992), Hayne and Aharonson (2015) and
others adopted similar methods to model ice stability on the Moon and the dwarf planet
Ceres. Another common practice is to assume the surface slopes have a Gaussian distribution
(Hagfors, 1964; Smith, 1967b; Jamsa et al., 1993; Lagerros, 1997; Li et al., 1999; Adler, 2010;
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Rozitis and Green, 2011; Davidsson et al., 2015; Bandfield et al., 2015; Rubanenko and
Aharonson, 2017). These so-called Gaussian surfaces have uniformly distributed phases in
Fourier space, and can accommodate any power spectrum and spatial correlation function.
Nearly a century ago, Pettit and Nicholson (1930) and others observed that emitted
thermal radiation flux across the lunar disc decreases more slowly than the cosine of the
emission angle expected from a Lambert surface. Similarly, Sinton (1962) measured the
infrared brightness of the subsolar point of the Moon and determined its angular dependence
is different than that of a Lambert sphere. A few studies have since attempted to explain
this deviation. Smith (1967b) and Buhl et al. (1968) modeled the effect of surface roughness
of unresolved features on the directional emissivity, as different parts of the surface are seen
or obstructed when viewed from different observation angles. Others have employed granular
scattering (e.g. Hapke, 1981, 1986) or geometric scattering (e.g. Hagfors, 1970; Vogler et al.,
1991) to describe this effect, sometimes termed the thermal phase function. More recently,
Bandfield et al. (2015) compared different spectral channels of the Diviner lunar radiometer
experiment on board LRO (Paige et al., 2010a) to relate the surface anisothermality to its
subpixel RMS slope distribution at the thermal isolation scale. The directional dependence
of infrared emissivity has also been studied extensively for terrestrial surfaces (e.g., Sobrino
and Cuenca, 1999).
Here we consider Gaussian topography and Lambert radiation to model the temperature
distribution of airless surfaces. In section 2.2 we derive two separate analytical models to
calculate the equilibrium temperature distribution of sunlit rough Gaussian surfaces and their
directional emissivity - the radiation they emit at different emission (observation) angles. In
section 2.3, we apply our models to radiometrically estimate the roughness of the Moon at
the thermal isolation scale.
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Figure 2.1: (a) The surface roughness of the Moon decreases with scale. We quantify the
surface roughness by calculating the bi-directional RMS slope angle measured using altimetry
data obtained by the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA). RMS slope on scales < 1 cm
is based on estimates by Bandfield et al. (2015) and Helfenstein and Shepard (1999). Error
bars indicate one standard deviation. (b) The bi-directional slope angle distribution of the
lunar highlands at the 240 m baseline compared to three commonly used artificial surface
representations: a Gaussian random surface with the same ωbi ≈ tan (7.5◦), a cratered surface
with depth/diameter ratio of 0.1 and a combination of a Gaussian random surface and a
cratered surface.
2.2 Models and Theory
2.2.1 Basic Assumptions
In all of the following derivations we assume surface slopes are distributed Gaussian. Even
though the slope distribution of realistic surfaces is often non–Gaussian (See Figure 2.1b
and Rosenburg et al. (2011a)), the temperature distribution of Gaussian surfaces at some
scale closely follows that of the realistic lunar topography at the same scale, making them
good statistical analogs for thermal models (e.g. Davidsson et al., 2015; Rubanenko and
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Aharonson, 2017; Rubanenko et al., 2018). We constrain the impact of this assumption on
our results in section 2.3.1.
To compute thermal emission we assume a Lambert radiator appropriate for a black body
(Melvin, 1955; Howell et al., 2015); i.e. that the emitted radiation flux is isotropic and the
radiation flux received by an observer depends on the cosine of the angle between the slope
normal and the ray connecting the center of the slope to the observer (the local emission
angle). From a technical point of view, this assumption greatly simplifies calculations com-
pared to other scattering laws such as Fresnel. From a physical point of view, thermally
emitted radiation from the lunar regolith is of the same order as the grain size, and granular
scattering approaches geometric-optics limits when the wavelength is much smaller than the
size of the particle (Van de Hulst, 1981). Consequently, in many cases assuming Lambertian
scattering is as appropriate as Fresnel scattering. To demonstrate this, we compare thermal
emission from an optically thick granular material to Fresnel and Lambert scattering.
In Figure 2.2 we compare the directional emissivity calculated by a simplified particle
scattering model with example single scattering albedo and asymmetry parameter (see 2.5
for exact values and discussion) to Lambert and Fresnel phase functions with different re-
fractive indices. We find Lambert is a reasonable first order approximation for scattering
by particulate medium compared to Frensel given the typical range of incidence angles on a
realistic rough surfaces (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4).
2.2.2 Equilibrium Temperature Distribution of Gaussian sunlit surfaces
A Gaussian stochastic process is a collection of random variables that follow the well known
Gaussian probability density function (PDF),
f(x) =
1√
2piσ2
exp
[
−(x− µ)
2
2σ2
]
(2.1)
where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation. A Gaussian random surface is a
2-D Gaussian stochastic process which is both stationary and isotropic in space. For a
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Figure 2.2: Graunlar radiative transfer model (blue line) compared to Lambert (black line)
and three cases of Fresnel scattering with varying refractive indices. Lambert scattering is an
appropriate first-order approximation to granular scattering compared to geometric Fresnel
scattering. For the granular scattering model, we assumed a representative asymmetry
parameter g = 0.7 and single scatter albedo ω˜ = 0.5 (see appendix for detailed explanation).
The bolometric emissivity of the Lambert surface was chosen such that it would emit the
same average amount of energy as the granular surface.
stationary and isotropic process, the covariance function depends only on the absolute value
of the distance between two points and not on their individual locations. The local slope
and elevation are not correlated (e.g Smith, 1967b; Bourlier et al., 2002). Consequently,
an isotropic Gaussian surface is defined solely by its 1-D covariance function, making it a
convenient mathematical analog of realistic topography (Schroeder, 2009).
The height of the topography h of any rough surface may be described in terms of the
horizontal Cartesian coordinates x and y. A single slope on the surface is given by the local
gradient ∇h ≡ ~s = (p, q), where p = ∂h/∂x and q = ∂h/∂y. The slope angle α, the angle
between the slope and a flat reference plane, is simply tanα = |~s| = √p2 + q2. The slope
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aspect, the angle between ~s and the positive direction of the Cartesian x axis (“east”), may
be calculated as tan θ = q/p.
For a Gaussian surface, p, q are normally distributed with zero mean and standard de-
viation ω. For a zero-mean process, ω is also the unidirectional slope distribution RMS.
It is important to distinguish between the unidirectional RMS slope across a topographic
transect, ω, and the bidirectional slope RMS in the direction of the steepest descent, which
we abbreviate ωbi. The ratio between those two RMS slope values is ωbi/ω =
√
2 (Shepard
et al., 2001; Aharonson and Schorghofer, 2006).
The distribution of α is obtained by calculating the joint probability distribution fp,q,
fα(α) =
tanα
ω2 cos2 α
exp
(
−tan
2 α
2ω2
)
(2.2)
The distribution of θ for an isotropic surface is simply,
fθ(θ) =
1
2pi
(2.3)
we show the full derivation of those distributions in appendix 2.6.1.
In order to find an analytical expression for the equilibrium temperature distribution of
rough surfaces we employ the change of variables technique (see appendix 2.6.2). We first
derive expressions relating the slope and aspect angles to the incidence angle, and then use
them to calculate the surface irradiation and its ensuing equilibrium temperature.
We define the normalized slope normal vector using α and θ as,
Nˆ =
~N
|N | = (sinα sin θ, sinα cos θ, cosα) (2.4)
and the solar vector between the slope center and the position of a point-Sun as,
Sˆ = (sin z cos a, sin z sin a, cos z), (2.5)
where z is the solar zenith angle and a is the solar azimuth angle.
The cosine of the incidence angle Θ, the angle between the slope normal vector and the
Sun, is given by the scalar product of Eq. 2.4 and 2.5,
cos Θ = Nˆ · Sˆ = cosα cos z + sinα sin z cos (θ − a). (2.6)
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The solar irradiance, the energy flux received from the Sun, is given by,
F =
S0(1− A)
(r/1 AU)2
cos Θ ≡ β cos Θ, (2.7)
where S0 = 1367 W m
−2 is the solar constant at 1 AU, A is the bolometric albedo and r
is the distance from the Sun. Neglecting scattering and thermal emission, which are small
compared to solar radiation (Bandfield et al., 2015), the equilibrium temperature may be
derived using the Stefan-Boltzmann law of blackbody radiation,
F = σεT 4 (2.8)
where σ = 5.67× 10−8 W m−2 K−4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ε is the bolometric
emissivity. Throughout this paper we take A = 0.1 and ε = 0.95 as example values (Buratti
et al., 1996).
2.2.2.1 Special case: the Sun at zenith (z = 0)
When the Sun is at zenith, z = 0, and Eq. 2.6 may be reduced into cos Θ = cosα. In that
case, the incidence angle distribution is simply given by Eq. 2.2 with α = Θ. We now use
change of variables to obtain the solar irradiance distribution of the surface for z = 0,
fF0(F ) = fΘ(Θ(F ))
∂Θ
∂F
=
β2
ω2F 3
exp
(
− 1
2ω2
β2 − F 2
F 2
)
, (2.9)
where F0 indicates the probability distribution with respect to the incidence flux a zero
zenith angle. Similarly the surface equilibrium temperature distribution for z = 0,
fT0(T ) = fF0(F (T ))
∂F
∂T
=
4
ω2ρ2T 9
exp
(
− 1
2ω2
1− ρ2T 8
ρ2T 8
)
(2.10)
where we defined ρ ≡ σε/β.
A useful result is the mean of the direct irradiance with the Sun at zenith,
F¯0 =
∫ β
0
FfF0(F )dF =
β√
2ω
Γ
(
1
2
,
1
2ω2
)
exp
(
1
2ω2
)
(2.11)
where Γ(a, x) =
∫∞
x
ta−1e−tdt is the upper incomplete gamma function. Note that Γ can
be further simplified using the complementary error function, as Γ(1/2, x) =
√
pi Erfc(
√
x).
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Expanding Eq. 2.11 around ω = 0 we find F¯0 ≈ β (1− ω2). Since the total absorbed energy
is β, this expansion implies a fraction ω2 is scattered between surface slopes. Similarly, the
mean of the temperature distribution is,
T¯0 =
∫ ρ−1/4
0
TfT0(T )dT =
1
(2ω2ρ2)1/8
Γ
(
7
8
,
1
2ω2
)
exp
(
1
2ω2
)
(2.12)
In Section 2.2.2.3 we compare these derivations with a numerical model and remote
sensing data.
2.2.2.2 The general case (z > 0)
When the Sun in not in zenith, Eq. 2.6 can no longer be reduced as in section 2.2.2.1. In
this case, the incidence angle distribution is,
fcos Θ =
1
piω2
exp
(
1
2ω2
)
IΘ(cosα), (2.13)
where,
IΘ(cosα) =
∫ c−
c+
1
cos3 α
√
1
(cosα− c+) (c− − cosα) exp
(
− 1
2ω2 cos2 α
)
d cosα, (2.14)
and c+ = cos(Θ + z) and c− = cos(Θ − z). Unfortunately, IΘ does not appear to have a
closed-form analytical solution. Here we provide an asymptotic approximation that is valid
in a variety of cases, later comparing it with the numerical solution (see appendix 2.6.3).
The asymptotic approximation of I(v(Θ)) is only valid if the product ω2 cos2(Θ − z) is
sufficiently small. As a result, our solution is more accurate for small ω2 (low roughness) and
Θ 6≈ z (sun-facing surface slopes). We will further explore this parameter space in section
2.2.2.3.
Using Laplace’s method, we approximate the integral and derive an expression for the
incidence angle distribution,
fcos Θ(Θ) ≈ ω√
pi (1− c+/c−)
(
1 +
1
ω2c2−
)
exp
[
1
2ω2
(
1− 1
c2−
)]
. (2.15)
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Figure 2.3: (a) The mean temperature of a Gaussian random surface calculated using our
analytical model in the z = 0 simplification (dashed line), compared to four different runs
of our numerical model with varying zenith angle to show its range of applicability. (b)
The residual plot (numeric subtracted from analytic) of (a). The prediction made by our
analytical model becomes less accurate for higher zenith angles as explained in the text.
However, for low to moderate zenith angles and bidirectional RMS slope values, the error is
contained at < 1%. (c,d) The distributions of the surface incidence angles and equilibrium
temperatures calculated by our analytical model (blue line) match those calculated by the
numerical model (orange bars). For comparison, the temperature of a smooth horizontal
surface is 384.80 K.
As before, we use change of variables to derive the irradience distribution,
fF (F ) ≈ ω√
2piβ2
√
1 + Φ2 cot z
Φ1
(
1 +
1
ω2Φ3
)
exp
[
1
2ω2
(
1− 1
Φ3
)]
, (2.16)
and the equilibrium temperature distribution,
fT (T ) ≈ 4ωρT
3
√
2pi
√
1 + τ2 cot z
τ1
(
1 +
1
ω2τ3
)
exp
[
1
2ω2
(
1− 1
τ 21 τ3
)]
, (2.17)
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Figure 2.4: (a-i) Numerically computed incidence angle (blue bars), irradiance (orange bars)
and equilibrium temperature (yellow bars) distributions compared with our analytical model
(black line) for various values of RMS slope ωbi and zenith angles z. As the surface roughness
increases, our approximation of the integral in Eq. 2.14 becomes less accurate. Additionally,
as roughness and zenith angles increase, shadows appear on the surface, further skewing
our analytical results. (j) The mean surface temperature predicted by our analytical model,
compared to a numerical model. (k) Residuals plot for (j), showing the two sources of error
in our analytical model.
where Φi, τi are functions of the irradience F and temperature T ,
Φ1 ≡
√
1− F 2/β2
Φ2 =
(F/β) cot z
Φ1
Φ3 = Φ
2
1 (1 + Φ2)
2 sin2 z
τ1 =
√
1− ρ2T 8
τ2 =
ρT 4 cot z
τ1
τ3 = τ
2
1 (1 + τ2)
2 sin2 z.
(2.18)
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Since the integral
∫
fT (T )TdT most likely does not have an analytical solution, we do not
derive a closed-form expression for the mean equilibrium temperature of Gaussian surfaces
in the general case. For the same reason, the above distributions have to be numerically
normalized to 1 in order for them to be used as probability density functions.
2.2.2.3 Model validation and uncertainties
We validate our analytical model in the z = 0 case with a numerical model that accounts
for insolation and self shadowing, but not scattering which may be neglected for low solar
incidence angles (Bandfield et al., 2015). In order to numerically calculate the equilibrium
temperatures distribution of a Gaussian surface we generate an artificial Gaussian random
field and use Eqs. 2.6 through 2.8 to calculate the incidence angle, irradiance and temper-
ature for each slope on the field. Self shadows are accounted for by setting the irradiance
of all slopes with negative cosine incidence angle to zero. In Figure 2.3(a,b) we compare
the analytically derived to the numerically calculated mean temperature. As expected, our
analytic model becomes inaccurate for z > 0 as the surface roughness grows and the contri-
bution of the slope aspect to the incidence angle can no longer be neglected (Eq. 2.6). For
zero zenith angle the surface is completely illuminated, so shadows do not contribute to the
error in Figure 2.3.
In the general case we no longer assume the solar zenith angle is zero. This generalization
carries two major sources of error, one rooted in using Laplace’s asymptotic approximation
to solve the integral in Eq. 2.14 and the other is related to shadowing.
Laplace’s method is more accurate when the coefficient in the exponential function (x
in Eq. 2.40) is very large. In our model, this condition holds if both the surface roughness
is small and Θ 6≈ z. Figure 2.4 (panels a-f) show our analytical model agrees well with
the numerical model for small roughness and small zenith angles. However, as the surface
roughness increases the analytical model becomes less accurate relative to the numerical
model, as demonstrated in panels (g-i). For sufficiently high surface roughness and solar
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zenith angles, self shadowing affects our predictions as well.
To quantify this error, we compare the mean surface temperature predicted by the ana-
lytical and the numerical models in Figure 2.4 (panels j,k). The residuals plot shown in panel
(k) demonstrates the two errors discussed above. For a Gaussian surface with ωbi = tan (25
◦),
the mean incidence angle roughly equals the solar zenith angle, z ∼ 55◦. For a surface with
ωbi = tan (15
◦) this happens at z ∼ 67◦ (see arrows in panel k). At even higher angles,
the no-shadows assumption in our analytical model causes it to be warmer compared to
the numerical model that includes self-shadowing. Overall, the errors in our approximate
analytical model are contained below 10% for ωbi < 25
◦ and z < 75◦.
2.2.3 Thermal emission from rough surfaces illuminated from zenith
Due to sub-resolution topographic roughness, a surface has a distribution of temperatures
that is averaged over the footprint of the observing instrument (Shepard, 2017). About a
century ago, observers noticed the emitted thermal radiation decreases along the full Moon
disk more slowly than the cosine of the emission angle expected from a smooth Lambertian
surface (e.g. Pettit and Nicholson, 1930; Sinton, 1962; Saari et al., 1972). This deviation
was attributed to topographic relief at the subpixel scale obscuring other thermally emitting
surface slopes from the detector.
A few studies have since modeled these effects by numerically integrating the observed
brightness, assuming the surface is composed of normally distributed slopes (Smith, 1967b),
or hemispherical craters (Buhl et al., 1968). In these models, each surface element is as-
sumed to be a perfect Lambertian emitter of infrared radiation, neglecting lateral heat flow
and scattering which are less important during the day (Bandfield et al., 2015; Rubanenko
and Aharonson, 2017). Other notable works, such as the comprehensive formalism derived
by Hapke (1981), incorporated empirical work with physical scattering laws to provide an
approximated closed form description of surface roughness. More recently, Bandfield et al.
(2015); Davidsson et al. (2015); Delbo et al. (2015) and others employed computationally
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expensive numerical models to measure the thermophysical properties of the Moon and other
airless planetary bodies. Here we provide a closed-form expression for the average radiation
emitted from a rough surface illuminated from zenith as a function of the emission angle.
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Figure 2.5: (a) The angles involved in calculating the mean brightness. ψ is the emission
angle, ψ′ is the angle between the slope normal vector and the observer, z is the solar zenith
angle and Θ is the angle between the slope normal and the Sun (solar incidence angle). As ψ
decreases, more slopes on the surface are obscured from the observer. A surface illuminated
form zenith becomes more isothermal as ω decreases. (b) Our closed-form approximation
(markers) is in excellent agreement with the complete numerical solution (line) to the integral
appearing in Smith (1967b) for all values of ωbi.
The infrared brightness of a flat surface is related to the surface temperature as B =
σT 4/pi (Buhl et al., 1968). The observed mean brightness B¯(ψ) may be calculated by
averaging the total energy reaching the observer from all surface slopes, normalized and
divided by the projected area,
B¯(ψ) =
∫
B cosψ′dA∫
cosψ′dA
(2.19)
where ψ′ is the angle between the slope normal vector and the observer (see Figure 2.5) and
the integration is performed only over the part of the surface seen by the observer. As the
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global emission angle relative to the mean plane ψ increases, a growing number of slopes
is obscured from the observer by the topographic relief, reducing B¯(ψ). For an isothermal
surface, B is constant regardless of the shape of the surface, and the brightness is constant
as expected from a Lambertian surface. This highlights that directional emissivity can be
caused by the anisothermality of rough Lambertian surfaces.
For a Gaussian surface illuminated from zenith, we may rewrite Eq. 2.19 as,
B¯(ψ) =
B¯(0)
I
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
1− q tanψ√
1 + p2 + q2
exp
(
−p
2 + q2
2ω2
)
S(q, ψ)dpdq (2.20)
where I is the normalization factor,
I =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
1√
1 + p2 + q2
exp
(
−p
2 + q2
2ω2
)
dpdq (2.21)
and S(q, ψ) is the shadowing function after Smith (1967b),
S(q, ψ) =
H(cotψ − q)
1 + Λ(cotψ)
(2.22)
where H is the Heaviside step function and,
Λ(cotψ) =
1
2
[√
2
pi
ω
cotψ
exp
(
−cot
2 ψ
2ω2
)
− erfc
(
cotψ√
2ω2
)]
. (2.23)
The integral in Eq. 2.20 may be readily reduced to,
IB =
∫ cotψ
−∞
(1− q tanψ)K0
(
1 + q2
4ω2
)
exp
(
1− q2
4ω2
)
dq (2.24)
where Kν(x) is the ν’th order Modified Bessel Function of the Second Kind. To solve this
integral, we first separate it into two parts,
IB1 = tanψ
∫ cotψ
−∞
qK0
(
1 + q2
4ω2
)
exp
(
1− q2
4ω2
)
dq
=
tanψ + cotψ
2
exp
(
1− cot2 ψ
4ω2
)[
K0
(
1 + cot2 ψ
4ω2
)
−K1
(
1 + cot2 ψ
4ω2
)] (2.25)
and
IB2 =
∫ cotψ
−∞
K0
(
1 + q2
4ω2
)
exp
(
1− q2
4ω2
)
dq (2.26)
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IB2 most likely has no closed-form solution. However, upon carefully inspecting the
derivative of Eq. 2.24 with respect to ψ, we notice that IB1 holds information about the
shape of B¯(ψ) while IB2 controls its scale and offset along the vertical axis. As a result,
we may obtain an accurate approximate solution to B¯(ψ) by rescaling the solution to the
integral IB1 . We first rewrite Eq. 2.20 as,
B¯ (ψ) =
[
B¯(0)− B¯ (pi
2
)
B˜ (0)− B˜ (pi
2
)](B˜ (ψ)− B˜(0))+ B¯(0) (2.27)
where we defined,
B˜(ψ) =
B¯(0)
2piIω2
IB1
1 + Λ(cotψ)
. (2.28)
and where,
B˜(0) = 0 (2.29)
B¯
(pi
2
)
= B˜
(pi
2
)
=
√
2pi
ω2
B¯(0)
4piIω2
exp
(
1
4ω2
)[
K1
(
1
4ω2
)
−K0
(
1
4ω2
)]
(2.30)
Overall, we obtain a closed form expression for the thermal radiation emitted by a rough
surface illuminated from zenith as a function of the emission angle ψ,
B¯ (ψ) = B¯(0)− B¯(0)− B¯
(
pi
2
)
B¯
(
pi
2
) B˜ (ψ) (2.31)
To validate our analytical thermal emission model, we compare it with the numerical
solution of the integral in Eq. 2.20 (Figure 2.5b). We find that scaling IB1 provides an
excellent approximation to the mean observed brightness B(ψ). We also note that for ω → 0,
B¯(ψ) becomes constant as expected from a flat (isothermal) Lambert surface.
2.3 Results: applications for the Moon
2.3.1 The Temperature Distribution of Realistic Sunlit Surfaces
A major assumption in our analytical model is that the surface slopes have a Gaussian
distribution. However, the slope distribution of the Moon is different from that of a Gaussian
rough surface (see Figure 2.1b above). To asses how this assumption affects the temperature
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distribution, we again compare our analytical model to a numerical simulation, this time
employing realistic topography.
We choose two locations on the Moon whose topographic relief was measured using stere-
oscopy of Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) image pairs obtained by the Lunar Reconnaissance
Orbiter Camera (LROC, Robinson et al. (2010); Henriksen et al. (2017)). To avoid thermal
effects caused by large-scale slopes, we selected areas that are not dominated by large scale
topographic features. The first region we consider (Figure 2.6a) is the famous Mandel’shtam
scarp, located on the floor of the ∼ 200 km Mandel’shtam crater in the highlands region of
the Moon (6◦N, 162◦E). The second site (Figure 2.6b) is located in the maria region, near
the Luna 16 landing site (−0.5◦N, 56◦E). The bi-directional RMS slope of the highlands site
is ωbi ≈ tan (9.63◦) (5 m baseline), and the bi-directional RMS slope of the maria site is, as
expected, slightly lower, ωbi ≈ tan (4.63◦) (2 m). The digital terrain models (DTM), con-
structed using images M191909925 L/R and M191895630 L/R (for Mandel’shtam scarp) and
M159582808 L/R and M159589596 L/R (for the Luna 16 landing site), may be downloaded
from the planetary data system (PDS).
For each region, we calculate the bidirectional RMS slope ωbi and derive equilibrium
temperatures using the numerical model. Then, we feed the calculated ωbi of each surface to
our analytical model and derive the temperature distribution for various solar zenith angles.
Results are shown in Figure 2.7. We find that although the slope distributions (panels c,e)
are significantly different from those of a Gaussian surface, the temperature distributions
and their mean predicted by the analytical model are similar to those derived using the
numerical model. Consequently, the Gaussian approximation appears to be sufficient when
describing the temperatures of realistic rough surfaces.
2.3.2 Thermal Emission from Rough Surfaces
The lateral scale of the roughness affecting the thermal phase function has been a question of
much debate. Smith (1967b) suggested the observations conducted by Saari et al. (1966) are
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Figure 2.6: We compare our Gaussian surface temperature model with the modeled tem-
perature distribution of two realistic lunar sites. (a) Highlands region near Mandel’shtam
crater (6◦N, 162◦E). (b) Maria region near the Luna 16 landing site (−0.5◦N, 56◦E). The
colored strips shows the stereographically derived DTMs we used and whose resolutions are
(a) 5 m/pixel (b) 2 m/pixel. White scale bar indicates 5 km.
mostly affected by large scale topographic features. By incorporating subsurface conduction
in their rough surface model, Spencer (1990), Rozitis and Green (2011) and others noted
that the thermal phase function is probably affected by roughness at the thermal isolation
scale - which to first order is comparable to the diurnal skin depth. More recently, Bandfield
et al. (2015) employed a 2-D thermal conduction model to more accurately constrain the
length scale of thermally isolated features on the Moon to ∼ 0.5− 5 mm.
The RMS slope appearing in our analytical emission model (Eq. 2.31) should thus be
treated as the roughness at the scale affecting the thermal phase function. As the scale of this
roughness is much smaller than the resolution of the instrument, it is appropriate to treat
it as thermal equivalent of an optical property of the surface, separate from the roughness
of thermally resolved features (as shown, e.g., in Figure 2.7). To describe this property we
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Figure 2.7: (a) Mean surface temperatures and (b) residuals for the two realistic lunar
topographies we consider. (c) The slope distribution of the highlands region compared to
the slope distribution of a Gaussian random surface. (d) The temperature distribution of
the highlands region (blue bars) compared to the temperature distribution of our analytical
model (black line). (e,f) same for maria region. For moderately rough surfaces, our model
is more accurate in predicting surface temperatures compared to a model that assumes no
roughness at all (red).
introduce the roughness parameter, R, that represents the bidirectional RMS slope at the
scale that affects the measured phase function. For different detectors, R would represent
different lateral scales. Next we use our model to derive R for the lunar surface.
One advantage of our closed-form expression over numerical simulations is that it may be
used as a model function for non-linear fitting. We demonstrate this in Figure 2.8, where we
use nonlinear least-squares regression to fit R to two sets of thermal emission measurements.
Panel (a) shows telescopic observations of thermal emissions from the lunar surface (Sinton,
1962). Fitting Eq. 2.31 to the data we obtain R ≈ tan (67.22◦ ± 33.45◦), where the error
indicates 95% confidence intervals. The high relative error is heavily influenced by measure-
ments at high emission angles. For the data in panel (b) we find R ≈ tan (49.70◦ ± 6.62◦),
in agreement with the RMS slope at the 0.1 − 10 mm lateral scale measured using DTMs
(Helfenstein and Shepard, 1999) and thermally (Smith, 1967b; Rozitis and Green, 2011;
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Bandfield et al., 2015) (Figure 2.1). The good agreement between our measurements and
those obtained using the DTM bolsters the conclusion of Bandfield et al. (2015) who deter-
mined Diviner measurements are sensitive by the roughness at the thermal isolation scales.
We apply our results to estimate the Moon’s roughness using measurements obtained by
Diviner during the off-nadir campaign. We group high emission (ψ ≈ 50◦) and low emission
(ψ < 10◦) channels 3 and 4 brightness temperatures (8.20 ± 0.22 µm) in 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ and
1◦× 1◦ bins, discarding measurements for which the solar zenith angle was greater than 15◦.
We elected to use these channels as they closely resemble the bolometric temperatures in
the equatorial region of the Moon. Due to the emissivity difference between the Mare and
Highlands regions, we used the channel that produced higher average temperatures in low
emission angle. Due to the limited duration of the off-nadir campaign, not all the locations
in our surveyed area were sampled at the same zenith angle for both high and low emission
angles. To suppress that artifact, we correct the measured brightness temperatures by first
converting them to energy flux, assuming they are blackbody emitters, and then dividing
them by the cosine of the zenith angle in which the measurement was acquired. For each
bin, we calculate the thermal phase function and use our model to invert for R. Finally,
we remove missing values by interpolating cross-track measurements with a moving median
filter with window size of 5 pixels.
In Figure 2.8 we map R in part of the equatorial region sampled by Diviner during the
off-nadir campaign, indicating in Table 2.1 the mean value for a few selected features. As
expected, R is generally lower in the maria (longitudes ∼ 60◦ − 100◦) and higher in the
highlands (longitudes ∼ 100◦ − 160◦). The good agreement between our measured R and
the RMS slope angle measured by Helfenstein and Shepard (1999) at the 0.1− 1 mm lateral
scale confirms Bandfield et al. (2015)’s conclusions about the lunar thermal isolation scale
(R ∼ 30− 40◦). In the maria, small craters are rougher than their surroundings, potentially
due to the presence of small rocks increasing the surface roughness at the thermal isolation
lateral scale. The floors of basins such as Mare Smythii (∼ −1◦N, 85◦E) and Mendeleev
Crater (∼ 5◦N, 141◦E) are slightly smoother than their immediate surroundings, but are not
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distinctly different from similar geologic regions. We note the low resolution of the map in
Figure 2.8 is a consequence of the limited duration of the Diviner off-nadir campaign, and
expect to improve it in the future by conducting additional observations.
R Maria Highlands Floor of Mare Smythii Floor of Mendeleev Crater
Mean 30.2◦ 36.8◦ 31.9◦ 35.0◦
Standard deviation 5.9◦ 4.4◦ 1.6◦ 4.3◦
Table 2.1: Representative values for R in the Maria, highlands and the Floors of Mare
Smythii and Mendeleev Crater. Regions were manually masked based on LROC imagery
data.
2.4 Discussion
Insolation dominates the radiation balance on airless planetary bodies. Surface roughness
affects the temperature distribution by scattering incoming radiation and decreasing the
downward component of the energy flux vector. Above we derived exact closed-form ex-
pressions for the incidence angle, flux and equilibrium temperature distribution of rough
Gaussian surfaces illuminated from zenith (section 2.2.2.1), and approximate closed-form
expressions in the general case (section 2.2.2.2). Expanding our solution for small ω, we find
a fraction 1−ω2 of the absorbed energy is scattered between surface slopes. Additionally, we
find that although the slope distributions of realistic airless surfaces are often non-Gaussian,
their equilibrium temperature distribution closely follows that of a Gaussian surface with
the same RMS slope ω.
In addition to changing the temperature distribution, topographic roughness affects the
bolometric temperature at emission (observation) angles greater than zero. To account for
this effect, we derive a closed-form expression for the directional emissivity of a rough surface
illuminated from zenith at any emission angle (section 2.2.3). Previous studies found that
due to the higher roughness at smaller scales, this thermal phase function effect is most likely
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sensitive to roughness at the thermal isolation scale, which on the Moon is ∼ 0.5 − 5 mm
(Bandfield et al., 2015). In order to distinguish the roughness at the thermal isolation scale
from roughness of resolved topographic features, we introduce R, the roughness parameter,
which corresponds to the bidirectional RMS slope at the thermal isolation scale.
We employ our model to measure R in two cases: telescopic observations and Diviner
measurements. While in both cases we find the model agrees well with the observations, a
potential deviation occurring at emission angles greater than 70◦ may imply non-Lambertian
scattering on scales smaller than the thermal isolation scale (Bandfield et al., 2015). To
measure R for the lunar surface, we fit our model to the thermal phase function measured
by Diviner during its off-nadir campaign. We find our estimates for the roughness of the
lunar Maria (R ≈ tan (30.17◦)) and Highlands (R ≈ tan (36.77◦)) agree well with previous
measurements at the 0.1−1 mm lateral scale, (Helfenstein and Shepard, 1999). This bolsters
Bandfield et al. (2015) findings that Diviner is sensitive to roughness features at this sub-
centimeter lateral scale. In the future, we intend to increase the resolution of the map we
show in Figure 2.8 by conducting more off-nadir observations using Diviner.
Due to the closed form of our model it may be readily applied to any airless body as long
as its rotation rate and thermal inertia are sufficiently small so that its surface is close to
thermal equilibrium. For example, slowly rotating asteroids may be observed from different
phase angles with the Sun in zenith to estimate their surface roughness at the thermal
isolation scale which may hint at their composition, and will also allow to better constrain
the thermal and dynamical parameters of other asteroids whose surfaces are not in thermal
equilibrium.
2.5 Appendix A: Simplified Granular Scattering Model
Scattering by granular media consisting of spherical particles is given by Mie theory. To
compute it here we adapt a 1-D two-stream radiative transfer model originally designed
for thermal scattering and emission from optically-thick layer of snow grains based on the
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delta-Eddington approximation (Wiscombe and Warren, 1980). The direct-beam albedo of
the grains as a function of the emission angle e is given by,
a(e) =
ω˜∗
1 + P
1− b∗ξ cos e
1 + ξ cos e
(2.32)
with,
ω˜∗ =
(1− g2)ω˜
1− g2ω˜
b∗ =
g∗
1− ω˜∗g∗
ξ =
√
3(1− ω˜∗g∗)(1− ω˜∗)
P =
2ξ
3(1− ω˜∗g∗)
g∗ =
g
1 + g
.
(2.33)
where ω˜ is the single-scatter albedo and −1 < g < 1 is the asymmetry parameter of the
single-scatter phase function, defined as the mean cosine of the scattering angle. g = ±1
corresponds to forward-directed or backward-directed scattering and g = 0 to isotropic
scattering. Here we choose to adopt representative ω˜ = 0.5 and g = 0.7, appropriate for
Diviner wavelengths and typical lunar regolith grain sizes (Mishchenko, 1994; Wiscombe and
Warren, 1980). Finally, albedo is converted to directional emissivity using Kirchhoff’s well-
known law of thermal radiation. This result is also stemmed from Helmholtz Reciprocity
principle that allows to mathematically treat a scattering medium as a thermal emitter.
Geometric scattering is given by the Fresnel equations, which describe directional emis-
sivity by the parallel (s) and the perpendicular (p) components of an electromagnetic wave
relative to the plane of incidence. For a perfect dielectric material Fresnel equations only
depend on the real part of the refractive index, n,
rs =
(
n2 cos e−
√
n2 − sin2 e
n2 cos e+
√
n2 − sin2 e
)2
; rp =
(
cos e−
√
n2 − sin2 e
cos e+
√
n2 − sin2 e
)2
(2.34)
we average rs and rp to obtain the total Fresnel scattering shown in figure 2.2.
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2.6 Appendix B: Some derivations
2.6.1 Deriving the slope and aspect distributions
Assuming independence, the joint probability distribution of the normally distributed surface
slopes p, q is,
f(p, q) =
1
2piω2
exp
(
−p
2 + q2
2ω2
)
dpdq (2.35)
For the slope magnitude s =
√
p2 + q2 and aspect tan θ = q/p the determinant of the
Jacobian is trivially s. We use change of variables to find s is Rayleigh distributed with
parameter ω,
f(s, θ) =
s
ω2
exp
(
− s
2
2ω2
)
(2.36)
similarly, we use change of variables to find the distribution of the slope angle tanα = s.
Since s and θ are independent, it immediately follows that θ is uniformly distributed between
0 and 2pi.
2.6.2 The change of variable technique
In order to find the probability distribution of the solar incidence angle given the distributions
of the slope angle and slope aspect we use the well-known change of variables technique
(DeGroot and Schervish, 2012).
LetX be a continuous random variable with PDF fX(x), defined on [c1, c2]. Let Y = u(X)
be an invertible function of X with X = v(Y ). The probability density function of Y is,
fY (y) = fX(x) · |v′(y)| (2.37)
Let X1, X2 be two continuous random variables with joint PDF fX1,X2(x1, x2). Let Y1 =
u1(X1, X2) and Y2 = u2(X1, X2) be two invertible functions of X1, X2 with X1 = v1(Y1, Y2)
and X2 = v2(Y1, Y2). The joint PDF of Y1 and Y2 is,
fY1,Y2(y1, y2) = |J |f(v1, v2) (2.38)
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation, and |J | the absolute value of its determinant.
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2.6.3 Using Laplace’s method to find the asymptotic approximate of the inci-
dence angle distribution
We obtain an approximate solution to the integral IΘ appearing in Eq. 2.14 using Laplace’s
method (Bender and Orszag, 2013). This method, also known as the method of steepest
descent, is a technique for obtaining the asymptotic behavior of integrals of the form,
I(x) =
∫ t1
t0
f(t) exp (xφ(t)) dt. (2.39)
Laplace’s method states that if φ(t) has a nonzero maximum at t = m on the interval t0 ≤
t ≤ t1, then only the immediate neighborhood of this maximum contributes to the asymptotic
expansion of I(x) for large x. If these conditions are met, I(x) may be approximated as,
I(x) ∼
√
2pi
−xφ′′(m)f(m) exp (xφ(m)) as x→∞. (2.40)
In order to use Laplace’s method, we must manipulate I such that f(t = m) does not
diverge. To do so, we first use Leibniz’s rule for differentiation under the integral sign
(commonly known as ”Richard Feynman’s integration trick”) and substitute cosα = b/(1−
c sin2 v) to obtain,
IΘ(v(Θ)) =
∫ pi/2
−pi/2
exp
(
−(1− c sin
2 v)2
2ω2c2−
)
dv. (2.41)
where c = 1− c+/c−.
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Figure 2.8: The surface RMS slope at the thermal isolation scale, which we term R. Un-
like large scale topographic roughness, R more closely resembles an optical property of the
surface, affecting its thermal phase function and directional emissivity. We use nonlinear
regression with Eq. 2.31 as the model function, and invert relative brightness measurements
conducted on the Moon (a,b) to find R. Dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. (c)
Same for Diviner data obtained at different emission angles. As expected, R in the maria
region is generally lower than in the highlands region. Notably, the floor of Mare Smythii (∼
−1◦N, 85◦E) and Mendeleev Crater (∼ 5◦N, 141◦E) are smoother than their immediate sur-
roundings. To improve the relatively coarse resolution of the map, which is a consequence of
the limited duration of the Diviner off-nadir campaign, we overlaid a 0.5◦× 0.5◦ map (lower
transparency) over a 1◦ × 1◦ map (higher transparency).
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CHAPTER 3
Stability of Ice on the Moon with Rough Topography
This chapter was originally published in: Rubanenko L, Aharonson O., Stability of ice on
the Moon with rough topography. Icarus. 2017 Nov 1;296:99-109.
Abstract
The heat flux incident upon the surface of an airless planetary body is dominated by solar
radiation during the day, and by thermal emission from topography at night. Motivated
by the close relationship between this heat flux, the surface temperatures, and the stability
of volatiles, we consider the effect of the slope distribution on the temperature distribution
and hence prevalence of cold-traps, where volatiles may accumulate over geologic time. We
develop a thermophysical model accounting for insolation, reflected and emitted radiation,
and subsurface conduction, and use it to examine several idealized representations of rough
topography. We show how subsurface conduction alters the temperature distribution of
bowl-shaped craters compared to predictions given by past analytic models. We model
the dependence of cold-traps on crater geometry and quantify the effect that while deeper
depressions cast more persistent shadows, they are often too warm to trap water ice due to
the smaller sky fraction and increased reflected and reemitted radiation from the walls. In
order to calculate the temperature distribution outside craters, we consider rough random
surfaces with a Gaussian slope distribution. Using their derived temperatures and additional
volatile stability models, we estimate the potential area fraction of stable water ice on Earth’s
Moon. For example, surfaces with slope RMS ∼ 15◦ (corresponding to length-scales ∼ 10 m
on the lunar surface) located near the poles are found to have a ∼ 10% exposed cold-trap area
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fraction. In the subsurface, the diffusion barrier created by the overlaying regolith increases
this area fraction to ∼ 40%. Additionally, some buried water ice is shown to remain stable
even beneath temporarily illuminated slopes, making it more readily accessible to future
lunar excavation missions. Finally, due to the exponential dependence of stability of ice on
temperature, we are able to constrain the maximum thickness of the unstable layer to a few
decimeters.
3.1 Introduction
The small obliquity of airless planetary bodies such as the Moon and Mercury causes topo-
graphic depressions located near their poles to be in permanent or near-permanent shadow
for geologic time periods. Previous works (e.g. Watson et al. (1961)) have shown that the
lifetime of volatile deposits residing within those cold-traps is comparable to the lifetime of
bodies in the Solar System.
The cold-trap distribution is tightly linked to the temperature distribution on and below
the surface, which itself is governed by the shape of the topography controlling the abundance
of shadows and the amount of radiation reaching them. To a lesser extent, it is also a
function of the thermal properties controlling conduction into the subsurface. The latter can
be modeled by solving the 1D heat diffusion equation (Schorghofer and Aharonson, 2005;
Aharonson and Schorghofer, 2006). The former has been modeled assuming the topography
consists of spherical craters (Buhl et al., 1968; Ingersoll et al., 1992; Hayne and Aharonson,
2015) or of normally distributed slopes (Smith, 1967b; Bandfield et al., 2015) to which an
analytic solution exists. In the past two decades more general models have been developed
utilizing algorithms such as ray casting and ray tracing (Paige et al., 1992; Vasavada et al.,
1999; Davidsson and Rickman, 2014), combined with subsurface heat conduction. Using
those models, cold-traps were shown to exist near the poles of the Moon and Mercury.
Later, temperatures characteristic of cold-traps (Paige et al., 2010b) and direct evidence for
frozen volatiles deposits were discovered (Colaprete et al., 2010) on the Moon as well as
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remotely sensed on Mercury in RADAR (Harmon et al., 2001), laser altimetry (Neumann
et al., 2013; Paige et al., 2013) and visible imagery (Chabot et al., 2014).
3.2 Models
3.2.1 Roughness Models
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Figure 3.1: Two examples for the topographies we used in modeling the temperature distri-
bution, visualized in natural units. (a) A spherical crater with depth to diameter ∆ = 0.2.
(b) A rough random Gaussian surface with a slope RMS σs = 15
◦.
Here we develop and employ a thermophysical model that accounts for insolation, scat-
tering, thermal emission and subsurface conduction, in order to investigate the link between
roughness, temperature and cold-trap stability on and below the lunar surface. We first
calculate the temperature distribution of two commonly used, idealized representations of
rough topography: a hemispherical (bowl-shaped) crater and a rough random surface with
a Gaussian slope distribution. Subsequently, we apply our findings to discuss the stability
of surface and subsurface water ice.
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3.2.1.1 Spherical Craters
A spherical crater is defined as a cavity shaped as a potion of a sphere of radius r, surrounded
by a flat plane. The size of the crater is defined by its radius R, its depth h, or by its depth
to diameter ratio, ∆ = h/2R. Simple craters with diameters < 15 km on the Moon are well
approximated by spherical cavities with ∆ ∼ 1/5 to ∆ ∼ 1/16 (Pike, 1977; Stopar et al.,
2012).
The height of the topography z is given in terms of the horizontal coordinates x and y.
The equation describing the topography is z = r − h ±√r2 − x2 − y2. An example for a
spherical crater with ∆ = 1/5 can be seen in Figure 3.1a.
3.2.1.2 Rough Random Surfaces with a Gaussian Slope Distribution
A common way to quantify rough terrain on airless bodies outside simple craters is to
assume it is random with a Gaussian height and slope distributions (e.g. Hagfors (1964);
Smith (1967b); Jamsa et al. (1993); Davidsson and Rickman (2014); Davidsson et al. (2015);
Bandfield et al. (2015)), and describe it via the RMS slope magnitude at a given scale, σs.
The dependence of the roughness on the 1D lateral scale may be described by a power-law
spectrum with an exponent which was measured for the lunar polar regions to be ∼ 2.9
(Rosenburg et al., 2011b; Schroeder, 2012). In our model, σs is computed at the facet scale.
Different values of σs may be regarded as corresponding to different scales on the Moon
(Rosenburg et al., 2011b). Therefore, in our discussion of ice stability we specify in addition
to the RMS slope, the scale that corresponds to this value according to measurements of the
lunar surface. These random surfaces could be used to explore topographies in scales lower
than the instrument resolution (e.g., Rubanenko et al., 2017a).
In order to construct the model surface, we seed a matrix with a 2D Gaussian random
field with a unity standard deviation and zero mean. This field has white spectrum. We
compute the 2D discrete Fourier transform of the matrix and multiply its magnitude by
a power-law weight function in wave number, shaping its power spectrum to the desired
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form. We smoothly truncate the coefficients of the highest 20% of the wavenumbers to avoid
unrealistic discontinuities in the field. To obtain the surface elevation map we compute the
inverse discrete Fourier transform and scale its overall magnitude to obtain the desired RMS
slope at the pixel scale. This results in a height distribution with a normally distributed
magnitude and uniformly distributed phase (Wu, 2000). The resulting surface directional
slopes are Gaussian distributed, bi-directional slope magnitudes are Rayleigh distributed
with slope aspects uniformly distributed. An example for a random rough surface with these
properties can be seen in Figure 3.1b.
3.2.2 Thermophysical Model
In order to isolate the different variables that determine the surface and subsurface tem-
perature of airless bodies, we have constructed a thermophysical illumination model. As
mentioned above, this has been accomplished by employing different methods, usually in-
volving a versatile illumination algorithm combined with a heat conduction model into the
subsurface (e.g., Paige et al., 1992; Salvail and Fanale, 1994; Lagerros, 1997; Davidsson and
Rickman, 2014). Our improved model includes a highly efficient illumination algorithm and
an implicit subsurface heat conduction model, allowing us to achieve convergence in the
subsurface temperatures using only few integration time steps.
3.2.2.1 Shadowing and Multiple Scattering
The Sun is the primary energy source for many airless bodies in the Solar System as the
geothermal energy flux can usually be neglected. To estimate the intensity of incident radi-
ation, we start with a topography represented by a matrix of size N × N square facets of
equal area, denoted by their linear index i assuming values between 1 and N2. For both the
spherical craters and Gaussian random surfaces we choose N = 100.
For simplicity, the solar flux is computed as from a point source, smoothed in time (see
Sec. 2.3). Other approaches (e.g. Davidsson and Rickman, 2014) scale the flux received
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by a facet by the fraction of its vertices that are illuminated. We expect this correction to
be important only near the shadow edges, therefore we consider an error of 1 pixel when
determining the flux reaching pixels located in those areas.
In order to simulate shadows and reflections from the surface we adopt the Ray Casting
technique (Roth, 1982). Virtual light rays are cast as probes in all directions, and their
intersection points with other objects are used in order to determine the objects scale and
distance from one another. This method is relatively simple but computationally intensive
due to the need to find all surface-line intersections. Using predefined geometrical shapes may
reduce this computational complexity, but for general non-hierarchical algorithms there is
no alternative but to iterate over all elements found in the path to the source. The insolation
reaching a flat sloped surface at a distance r from the Sun depends the solar incidence angle
Θ, which is the angle between the surface normal and the solar vector. In order to account
for shadowing we also define the shadowing function ζ, a binary function that determines
whether a facet on the surface is exposed to direct solar illumination. The solar irradiance
incident on the ith facet is therefore
Fs,i = S0 (1− A) ζi
(r0
r
)2
cos Θ (3.1)
where S0 is the mean solar constant at Earth, r0 is the mean Earth-Sun distance (1 AU)
and A is the albedo. As a demonstration and to verify our illumination model, in Figure 3.2
we calculate the shadow area fraction on a topographic grid based on data from the Lunar
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) Smith et al. (2010) with a resolution of 20 m px−1 (left
panel), and compare it to a picture obtained by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera
(LROC) Robinson et al. (2010) with a resolution of 1.5m px−1 at the same illumination
conditions (right panel). To test our model accuracy we compare the shadow area fraction
in the two panels and find our modeled shadow area fraction (∼ 46%) agrees well with the
shadow fraction measured by LROC (∼ 47%). We attribute the slight difference between the
calculated and measured shadow fraction to LOLA measurement and interpolation errors
that slightly distort the topography (seen for example as diagonal artifacts on the top left
of the model panel).
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Model LROC
Figure 3.2: We compare our model (left) with an image captured by LROC (right) at the
same illumination conditions. The modeled region is of area ∼ 10km2 found near latitude
∼ 86◦. We test our illumination model by comparing the shadow area fraction between the
two panels, and find it is the same up to a difference of ∼ 1% attributed to measurement
and interpolation artifacts in the collected LOLA topography. For computational feasibility
we neglect scattering in the modeled brightness map.
3.2.2.2 Mutual Visibility, Reflection and Emission
A similar technique to that above is used in order to calculate the path of rays incident from
the topography itself. Naively, one could determine the visibility of one facet from another if
a ray sent in the direction of the second facet intersects the surface before reaching that facet.
We implement this as follows. One ray is cast directly from the source to the destination.
Another ray is cast in the same azimuthal direction but along the topography. If the direct
ray is anywhere found below the topography-following ray, the source and destination are
hidden from one another. In order to compute the radiation scattered by the topography
we assume Lambertian (isotropic) scattering. This assumption is valid for bodies such as
the Moon, in which non-Lambertian scattering accounts for only 20% of the departure of
the beaming parameter from unity (Hapke, 1996). The radiation scattered from one facet to
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another can be therefore calculated by the View Factor (Baehr and Stephan, 2011), which
is a measure of the angular size of each facet j as seen from the point of view of facet i,
Vij =
cos(φi) cos(φj)
pid2ij
Sj, (3.2)
where dij is the distance between the facets, Sj is the surface area of the emitting facet, and
φi,j are the angles between the surface normal vector of the target emitting facet and the
ray connecting them.
We may now use Vij to write Gi, the incident energy flux emitted on facet i,
Gi =
∑
j 6=i
(Jv + JIR + JRIR)ij · Vij + Fs,i (3.3)
where Fs,i is the incident solar flux (Eq. 3.1), and Jv, JIR, JRIR are the different radiosities;
the reflected visible, emitted IR radiation and reflected IR radiation fluxes (Lagerros, 1997).
3.2.2.3 Subsurface Conduction
Airless surfaces experience a periodic change in the amount of solar flux they receive during
the diurnal solar cycle, with an approximate shape of a rectified sine wave when plotted
against time. In the limit of no conduction, i.e. radiative equilibrium, the mean surface
temperature also approximates a rectified sine wave centered around local noon. Heat con-
duction changes the diurnal temperature cycle; the temperature maximum occurs after the
local noon and is a few degrees colder. On slowly rotating bodies with low thermal inertia
(such as the Moon), the equilibrium temperature of an illuminated surface at high incidence
will differ from its conduction temperature by only ∼ 1 K. (Bandfield et al., 2015). The heat
flux being diffused into the subsurface depends on three physical properties: the material
density ρ, specific heat capacity c and thermal conductivity κ. Those three properties may
be incorporated into two common parameters: the thermal skin depth δ, and the thermal
inertia I. The skin depth for decay of a thermal wave with a period P is
δ =
√
κ
ρc
P
pi
. (3.4)
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The lunar regolith is highly insulating, leading to small values of skin depth, as low as several
cm.
The amplitude of the temperature oscillations at the surface increases with decreas-
ing thermal inertia, defined as I =
√
κρc. In SI units, thermal inertia is measured in
J m−2K−1 s−1/2, which we abbreviate as SI. Although the thermal properties vary somewhat
with depth, for simplicity we assume they are constant with depth. We choose ρ = 700
kg m−3 (Schorghofer and Aharonson, 2014) and c = 300 J kg−1 K−1, appropriate for temper-
atures ∼ 100 K (Winter and Saari, 1969). Measurements indicate the conductivity ranges
with depth between κ ≈ 10−3−10−2 W m−1 K−1 (Langseth et al., 1976), i.e. thermal inertia
of I ≈ 15−45 SI. We choose a representative value of I = 25 SI, but also examine the results
for higher values of I = 50 SI and 100 SI, representative of more compact regolith at depth.
Our thermal model incorporates 1D heat conduction by solving the heat diffusion equa-
tion,
∂
∂z
(
κ
∂T
∂z
)
= ρc
∂T
∂t
(3.5)
combined with a radiative boundary condition at the surface,
Ftot − εσT 4s = −
(
κ
dT
dz
)∣∣∣∣
z=0
(3.6)
where Ftot is the incoming total flux reaching the top of the domain and Ts is the surface
temperature. The above equation was solved using the semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson (Crank
and Nicolson, 1947) method due to its major advantage over the simpler explicit method- it
is unconditionally stable. This allows us to initialize the subsurface temperature using only
a few time steps and enables us to simulate long time periods. We linearize the nonlinear
emission boundary term around the temperature at the surface obtained in the previous
time step. Since we neglect lateral heat conduction, our results are valid only when the skin
depth is much smaller than the typical scale of the facet. In order to check the validity
and accuracy of our thermal conduction model, we compared its output to known analytic
solutions of simple test cases, and to other numerical models with explicit and implicit time
stepping.
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3.2.3 Models Errors and Uncertainties
For computational feasibility we construct an illumination model with a geometric accuracy
< 0.5◦, corresponding to a domain size of order N2 = 100× 100 pixels. Thus, in our model,
the Sun may be considered as a point source, neglecting its finite size which is also of the
order of 0.5◦. Similarly we choose time steps during which the Sun moves ∼ 0.5◦ (1 h),
corresponding to an error of ∼ 1% in solar insolation and shadow area fraction.
The point source assumption means that the Sun does not gradually disappear or emerge
from behind obstacles, but rather does so abruptly. This neglects the variations over a
duration which is approximately an Earth hour near the equator and longer near the poles.
To mitigate this error, we smooth the solar flux with a Gaussian filter of width equal to the
time duration it takes for the Sun to travel its own size in its direction of motion in the sky.
In addition, remaining consistent with our 1% error in insolation, we truncate the multiple
scattering calculation after three iterations.
In order to resolve the heat wave near the surface, we used a variable spatial grid with
increasing thickness from ∼ 5 mm in the top layer to ∼ 5 cm at depth. We model subsurface
heat conduction using the Crank-Nicolson algorithm which is second-order accurate in both
time and space. Due to the non-linearity of the radiative boundary condition, we maintain
stability by recursively subdividing time steps during which the temperature change exceeds
10 K. In order to reach thermal equilibrium efficiently, we first run the model over a long
period using a large time step (total duration of six to ten lunar days, depending on the
skin-depth, with δt ≈ 1/30 lunar days). To accelerate the thermal wave convergence, at the
end of every lunar day we set the subsurface temperature to the surface mean.
An additional error introduced by neglecting planetary curvature is of order the ratio of
the domain size to the radius of the Moon, and is small compared with the geometrical errors
previously discussed. Neglecting the orbital eccentricity of the Earth introduces a ∼ 3% error
in the instantaneous flux, corresponding to < 1% error in the equilibrium temperature. For
the maximum temperature estimates we present, we assume the maximum flux which occurs
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at perihelion.
Shadowing is a non-linear process. As such, the amount of shadows (and permanent
shadows) strongly depends on the shape of the topography. When calculating the area
fraction of permanent shadows, we achieved convergence in simulating shadows by gradually
increasing N while keeping constant the power spectrum as a function of scale, as well as the
maximum nonzero wavenumber. Doing so allowed us to increase the number of facets on the
surface without changing the lateral scale of the surface roughness. Since the execution time
of the model is squared in N2, our modeled surfaces are of size N = 100 facets. Relative to
surfaces with size N = 1000 facets, our model underestimates the permanent shadows area
fraction by ∼ 7%.
3.3 Results
We begin by examining the relation between the temperature distribution and the slope
distribution for two different topographic reliefs: a bowl-shaped crater and a surface with a
Gaussian slope distribution. Next, we utilize these results to find the spatial distribution of
cold-traps at and below the surface, and give estimates to the cold-trap area fraction on lunar
rough surfaces. In order to isolate the effect of roughness on the temperature distribution
we first neglect obliquity. Later, we include the Moon’s obliquity when we estimate the
cold-trap area fraction on lunar rough surfaces.
3.3.1 The Temperature Distribution of Hemispherical Craters
Following the treatment of Ingersoll et al. (1992), we consider a spherical crater as a cavity
shaped as a portion of a sphere surrounded by a flat plane. As mentioned above, the geometry
of the crater is defined by its depth to diameter ratio, ∆.
A well known analytic expression exists for the shadow temperature of a bowl-shaped
crater (Buhl et al., 1968; Ingersoll et al., 1992). In this idealized model that excludes con-
duction and assumes Lambertian scattering, the walls act to disperse the incident radiation
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equally over the shadowed part of the crater. Consequentially, the radiative equilibrium
shadow temperature is uniform and given by
σT 4 = F0 sin e0
f(1− A)
(1− Af)
[
1 +
A(1− f)
ε
]
(3.7)
where e0 is the solar elevation angle, f = 1/(1+1/4∆
2), A is the albedo, ε is the IR emissivity
and σ = 5.67 × 10−8 W m−2 K−4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. At low latitudes this
shadow is transient, but at higher latitudes, a portion of this shadow may persist throughout
the lunar day. Transient shadow regions retain heat in the subsurface, leading to a doubly
peaked shadow temperature distribution with cold persistent shadows and warmer transient
shadows.
As a validation to our model, we simulate the temperature distribution of a spherical
crater with ∆ = 1/8 at high latitude, assuming different values of thermal inertia I (Figure
3.3), and compare the results to those predicted by Ingersoll et al. (1992). We find, as
expected, that with decreasing thermal inertia the shadow temperatures computed by our
discrete model approach the analytic result that assumes radiative equilibrium. In addition,
we find that the maximum shadow temperature is lower than the equilibrium value and
delayed past local noon. For example, the peak shadow temperature of the I = 50 SI case
in Figure 3.3 is ∼ 10 K lower than the equilibrium value and appears at a ∼ 1 lunar hour
(∼ 12.5◦ incidence angle) delay compared to equilibrium models. As mentioned above, the
shadow temperatures exhibits a bimodal distribution, ascribed to the two types of shadows
found in a realistic crater: transient and persistent. At this latitude (80◦), transient shadows
cover a comparable area to persistent shadows and are approximately 20 K - 40 K warmer.
These factors limit the total area inside the crater that can hold volatiles in stable state.
In the next section we utilize these results in order to determine how this shadow and
temperature distributions affect volatile stability.
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Figure 3.3: Shadow temperatures within a hemispherical crater at latitude 80◦ with depth to
diameter ∆ = 1/8 and different thermal properties, plotted against local time. (a) Material
with I = 100 SI (corresponding to δ ≈ 40 cm) (b) I = 50 SI (δ ≈ 20 cm), and (c) I = 100
SI (δ ≈ 40 cm). The blue line shows the analytic temperature of the shadow derived by
Ingersoll et al. (1992). The gray shading presents the probability distribution function of
shadow temperature, sampled in bins of width ∆T = 1 K. For each local time, two types
of shadows can be distinguished: a cold, permanent shadow and a warm shadow that was
temporarily illuminated during the lunar day.
3.3.2 The Temperature Distribution of Rough Random Surfaces with a Gaus-
sian Slope Distribution
We chose to quantify the lunar terrain roughness outside simple craters by assuming its
slope distribution is Gaussian with an RMS slope magnitude σs. Smith (1967b) derived
expressions relating σs and the solar incidence angle to the area fraction of shadows covering
such a surface. Others (e.g. Hapke (1996); Sun (2007); Bandfield et al. (2015)) have shown
scattering must be accounted for in order to accurately model the temperature distribution
at high incidence angles, and did so employing different approximations. Our ray casting
model allows us to simulate the temperature distribution at high incidence angles by accu-
rately accounting for obscuration, scattering and infrared radiation. Previously, Mazarico
et al. (2011) and others used measured lunar topography with similar illumination mod-
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els to investigate the spatial distribution of lunar permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) at
high latitudes. Our treatment of the problem is a statistical one, and as such, focuses on
investigating how parameters like roughness and thermal inertia affect the temperature dis-
tribution. Therefore, while the surface slope distribution of the Moon may deviate somewhat
from Gaussian (Rosenburg et al., 2011b), we focus on this idealized and thus more easily
parameterized representation of the topography. All random surfaces were modeled using a
power-law spectrum characteristic of lunar highlands (Rosenburg et al., 2011b).
In Figure 3.4, we plot the maximum diurnal temperature distribution for surfaces with
different roughness values at different latitudes. When discussing the minimum or maximum
values of a distribution, we refer to the values of the distribution at the 2nd and 98th
percentile points to provide a robust estimation with respect to outliers (the results are
insensitive to this choice of percentile). As expected, all distributions are bimodal; the colder
mode corresponds to the shadowed part of the surface, and the warmer mode corresponds
to the illuminated, radiatively equilibrated, part of the surface.
As roughness increases, the number of shadows on the surface increases due to the higher
probability for obscuration (as shown by Smith (1967b)). The maximum temperature of the
surface increases as well, because at high latitudes rougher surfaces have more sun-facing
slopes at a higher typical incidence angle. The temperature of shadowed slopes consequently
increases due to their lower sky to ground ratio as well as their exposure to warmer, illumi-
nated slopes. As latitude increases, the typical incidence angle grows, thus increasing the
abundance of shadows, but the maximum surface temperature decreases due to the higher
solar zenith angle. These two factors controlling the maximum temperature of shadows are
revisited below when evaluating ice stability.
3.3.3 Stability of Surface Ice
Having computed the temperature distributions of hemispheric craters and random Gaussian
fields, we now turn to consider ice stability. To obtain realistic estimates, we include the
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Figure 3.4: The maximum temperature distribution of nine rough surfaces with different
slope RMS magnitude σs and latitude, above a conductive subsurface with I = 25 SI (δ ≈ 10
cm) Roughness acts to raise the maximum temperature of both illuminated facets (shifting
the rightmost mode of the distribution) and shadowed facets (leftmost mode), as well as to
increase the abundance of shadows on the surface (changing the relative heights of the two
peaks).
effects of the Moon’s obliquity, which modifies the azimuths of sunrise and sunset at a given
location. This alters the cold-traps area fraction by exposing additional slopes to sunlight.
To constrain the cold-trap distribution accounting for the Moon’s obliquity, we set the solar
declination equal to the obliquity throughout the lunar day. Keeping the solar declination
constant introduces an error in the solar azimuth which is largest at sunrise and sunset.
However, during one lunar day the solar declination changes only by ∼ 0.13◦, affecting the
sunrise and sunset azimuths by . 1◦, within our model accuracy. Thus, this allows us to
place a lower limit on the area fraction of cold-traps.
In vacuum, the evaporation rate of a volatile material depends upon the vapor pressure
and the temperature (Langmuir, 1913; Watson et al., 1961),
E = Pv
√
µ
2piRT
(3.8)
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where µ is the molecular weight, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. The vapor
pressure Pv can be obtained using
Pv = Pt exp
[
−Q
R
(
1
T
− 1
Tt
)]
(3.9)
where Pt and Tt are the triple point pressure and temperature, Q is the sublimation enthalpy,
and R is the gas constant. The evaporation rate and the cold-trap stability are thus extremely
sensitive to changes in temperature. For example, for a mass loss rate of water ice of
1 mm Ga−1 the deposit must not exceed a temperature of ≈ 101.8 K (Schorghofer and
Taylor, 2007). We define this cold-trap stability threshold as Tct. The choice of 1 mm Ga
−1
is somewhat arbitrary but commonly used (e.g Paige et al. (2010b)), and corresponds to
predictions for the amount of ice accumulated in craters following a cometary impact (Stewart
et al., 2011).
3.3.3.1 Simple Craters
Illuminated slopes on the Moon reach radiative equilibrium quickly. For incidence angles
> 0.5◦ the incoming solar flux is > 10 W m−2, enough to raise the surface temperatures
above Tct, limiting cold-trap formation almost entirely to PSRs. PSRs still receive radiation
through self-heating, i.e. thermal emission and scattering from nearby slopes. As mentioned
above, hemispherical craters have the property that the illuminated walls evenly distribute
reflected and emitted radiation throughout the interior shadows (Buhl et al., 1968; Ingersoll
et al., 1992).
In Figure 3.5a we show how the crater’s depth and latitude affect its permanently shad-
owed area fraction (PSR area fraction) and its self-heating. The marker size represents the
crater depth to diameter ratio and its color represents the latitude. The dashed black line
marks the threshold flux, above which the PSR equilibrium surface temperature increases
above Tct. To test for stability, we first find the temporal maximum of the self-heating flux
at each location, and report the median value for all permanently shadowed locations. Thus
for example, half of the PSRs on surfaces plotting on the dashed line are cold-traps. The
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vertical distance from the dashed line can be regarded as a gauge of the fraction of PSRs
that are cold enough to trap volatiles.
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Figure 3.5: The amount of permanently shadowed regions and the maximum self-heating
within them at different latitudes indicated by color and marker shape, above a conducting
subsurface with I = 25 SI (δ ≈ 10 cm). (a) Hemispherical craters with marker size indicating
the crater’s depth to diameter ratio. (b) Rough surfaces with marker size indicating the RMS
slope, where each point is obtained by averaging over five realizations of different random
rough surfaces with a given σs. In both panels the black dashed line shows the threshold
flux below which equilibrium temperatures are lower than the temperature defining surface
cold-traps Tct.
While the PSR area fraction increases with the crater’s depth, the crater self-heating
increases as well. As a result, despite their substantial PSR fractions at low latitudes,
deeper craters can trap volatiles only at high latitudes. For example, deep craters with
∆ = 1/8 produce roughly the same amount of self-heating at latitude 85◦ as shallow craters
with ∆ ∼ 1/12 at latitude 80◦. The crater self-heating continues to increase with the crater
depth, as the sky to ground visibility ratio of slopes within the crater decreases.
Subsurface conduction alters the temperature distribution of bowl-shaped craters com-
pared to models assuming thermal equilibrium. In thermal disequilibrium, the crater has
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a shadow temperature distribution with two peaks that correspond to two types of shad-
ows: transient and permanent. Transient shadows typically cannot be cold-traps since their
maximum diurnal temperature exceeds Tct. Permanent shadows have a lower maximum di-
urnal temperature than predicted by equilibrium models when accounting for conduction,
and hence equilibrium models are inaccurate in computing cold-trap stability. To assess
the effect of conduction on ice stability, we first find the peak diurnal temperature of every
location within the crater, and then find the spatial minimum of the result (Figure 3.6a).
Plotting this temperature shows that for crater aspect ratios and latitudes where permanent
shadow exists, analytic models may be used to estimate the temperature (with inaccuracies
that depend on the thermal conductivity). The threshold latitude where permanent shadow
no longer exists decreases for higher depth to diameter craters, as shown by the direction
of the gray arrow in figure 3.6a. While steep craters have more stable PSR fraction than
shallow craters, their geometry results in higher scattered radiation, raising the temperature
of these shadows.
Considering the effect of the crater geometry and its thermal properties, we show in Figure
3.6b the lowest latitude at which cold-traps still exist in bowl-shaped craters with different
geometries. The two limiting factors discussed above are demonstrated in this figure as two
regimes; deeper craters are found in the scattering regime at which cold-traps are limited
by the scattered and re-emitted radiation within the crater, while cold-traps in shallower
craters are limited by the presence of permanent shadows. In the scattering regime, higher
subsurface conductivity lowers the PSR temperatures. However, in the shadowing regime
subsurface conduction has little effect as the surface reaches thermal equilibrium quickly
when exposed to solar flux that dominates the heat budget. An optimal crater geometry
that promotes ice stability is therefore found at ∆ ∼ 1/13−1/14. Despite the stable shadows
they cast, deep craters (∆ ∼ 1/10 and above) can only hold stable ice at polar latitudes
& 80◦ for lunar-like thermal inertia, I ∼ 25 SI.
We test our prediction using data obtained by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)
Diviner radiometer experiment (Paige et al., 2010a). During its mission, Diviner measured
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Figure 3.6: (a) The temporal maximum and spatial minimum temperature within a bowl
shaped crater, plotted for several different geometries, compared to the temperatures pre-
dicted by the Ingersoll et al. (1992) analytic model (connected circles) for ∆ = 1/10. The
numerical model is similar to the equilibrium model predictions in latitudes where the shadow
is permanent. The discontinuity marks the transition at which the crater no longer casts
a permanent shadow, and occurs at lower latitudes for higher depth to diameter craters
(gray arrow). (b) The lowest latitude at which ice is still stable inside bowl shaped craters,
considering different crater geometries and thermal properties, compared to the equilibrium
temperature predicted by Ingersoll et al. (1992). Ice stability is limited by the persistence of
shadows in shallow craters and by scattering and thermal emission in deep craters. An op-
timum occurs at ∆ ∼ 1/13− 1/14. The gray circles mark craters near the lunar poles; filled
circles represent craters that can hold stable ice (cold-traps) according to their measured
maximum temperatures. The thermal parameters are as in Figure 3.3.
the annual maximum temperatures of the lunar poles with a resolution of 240 m px−1. We
find the temporal maximum and spatial minimum temperatures inside small (8 − 30 km)
lunar craters (Salamunic´car et al., 2014) and plot their latitudes and depth to diameter ratios
in Figure 3.6b. The crater maximum temperature is indicated by its shading.
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As expected, we find that the equilibrium curve (Ingersoll et al., 1992) cannot fully
explain the cold-trap distribution in Figure 3.6b, as it does not account for the persistence
of shadows (bottom left) or subsurface conduction (top right). Accounting for these factors
allows a better match of the model to the measured boundary of ice stability in these crater
geometries and latitudes. While the majority of craters measured to be cold-traps are found
in the predicted ice stability region, some plot outside this region, due to local topographic
variations which we do not model. These anomalies are mostly evident in the scattering
regime, where craters formed within relatively warm PSR of larger, shallower craters may be
cold enough to trap water ice. Similarly, craters measured to be too warm (empty circles) are
found above the critical latitude and correspond to craters with non bowl-shaped topography.
The modification of the topography of these craters disrupts their protective shape over all
azimuths necessary for cold-trapping.
3.3.3.2 Rough Random Surfaces with a Gaussian Slope Distribution
The closed shape (in map view) and steep rims of craters promote the persistence of shadows
compared to random topography as the Sun sweeps around in azimuth. While less stable,
PSRs outside craters are usually colder due to their higher sky to ground visibility ratio.
Here we simulate ice stability on several rough random surfaces with different σs above a
conductive subsurface with I = 25 SI. The area fraction covered by cold-traps is obtained
by integrating maximum temperature distribution functions similar to those appearing in
Figure 3.4 (but with non-zero obliquity) up to the cold-trap stability criterion temperature
Tct.
Figure 3.7a shows the ice stability area fraction for five random rough surfaces with
different σs, for several representative latitudes. Rosenburg et al. (2011b) found that near
the lunar poles, the RMS slope at a scale > 1 km is roughly σs ∼ 5◦, while the median
bidirectional slope at the ∼ 17 m scale is 7.5◦, which corresponds to σs ∼ 10◦.
We find that on smoother surfaces (σs < 5
◦) water ice is either unstable or can only
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Figure 3.7: (a) Ice stability area fraction modeled on Gaussian random surfaces with varying
σs and I = 25 SI (δ ≈ 10 cm), showing the area fraction of cold-traps increases with latitude
and roughness. Surfaces with σs = 15
◦ which correspond to roughness on scales of ∼ 10 m
have a 10− 15% cold-trap area fraction coverage at polar latitudes. Each curve is obtained
by averaging over five different realizations of a random rough surface with the same σs. (b)
Differential histogram of cold-trap area as a function of slope aspect at latitude 85◦, computed
in 20◦ azimuth bins. On smoother surfaces (σs = 10◦, 15◦) cold-traps exist predominantly
on pole-facing slopes, while on rougher surfaces (σs = 25
◦) the aspect distribution becomes
more uniform.
persist in small quantities, even in high latitudes, due to the limited area fraction covered
by shadows. This can also be seen in Figure 3.4, where even in zero obliquity PSRs are not
abundant on the surface. For higher roughness values, a significant fraction of the area acts
as cold-traps above latitude 80◦. We find the σs = 10◦, 15◦ curves of particular interest as
they correspond to the measured value for lunar topography on scales of tens to hundreds
of meters. At this roughness, Gaussian random fields exhibit ∼ 5− 13% cold-traps by area,
depending on latitude. Topography with higher roughness values (higher σs) corresponds to
either much smaller scales on the Moon, which requires modeling of lateral heat conduction,
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or areas near local features such as craters rims, whose slope distributions are non-Gaussian.
Topography with a lower slope RMS corresponds to larger scales of order kilometers, in
which cold-traps have already been mapped in the past (Mazarico et al., 2011; McGovern
et al., 2013). On those scales, ice can only be stable within protective topographic features
like craters.
Although generally the cold-trap fraction increases with both roughness and latitude, at
latitudes higher than ∼ 82◦ we find the rougher surfaces (σs = 15◦ − 25◦) have similar cold-
trap area fraction (sometimes even decreasing with roughness, in some individual cases). We
interpret this by considering the two competing factors mentioned above that influence ice
stability: the area fraction and maximum temperature of PSR. Higher surface roughness
creates potential cold-traps by increasing the area fraction of shadows, but at the same time
also destroys cold-traps by increasing the maximum temperature of these shadows. This
may also be seen by considering the diagram shown in Figure 3.6b; higher surface roughness
(indicated by the marker size) increases the shadow area fraction but decreases the typical
incidence angles at high latitude, thereby increasing the maximum reflected and emitted flux
into the shadows. However, higher latitude (indicated by the marker color) increases the
shadow area fraction as well as the typical solar incidence angles, thereby always decreasing
the maximum reflected and emitted flux into the shadows.
In order to model how the slope directionality (aspect) affects ice stability we first dis-
tinguish between two types of shadows. Self-shadows are cast by a slope on itself when the
Sun sets below its local horizon, while mutual shadows are cast when one slope obscures the
Sun from another slope. Permanent self-shadowing can only occur for slopes that face away
from the Sun throughout the solar cycle, while mutual permanent shadowing depends on
non-local terrain properties.
Permanent self-shadowing is impossible on bodies with nonzero obliquity, since at summer
solstice pole-facing slopes will always be exposed to sunlight during sunrise and sunset (unless
obscured by another slope). However, with their lower insolation and temperatures, pole-
facing slopes are still considered more stable cold-traps than equator-facing slopes. Figure
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3.7b shows the cold-trap slope aspect distribution on two surfaces at latitude 85◦. While cold-
traps on smoother (σs = 10
◦) surfaces are more probable on pole-facing slopes, cold-traps
on rough (σs = 25
◦) surfaces are more isotropically distributed. This may be understood
by examining the dependence of the slope aspect on the amount of radiation it receives.
Cold-traps are formed almost exclusively in permanent shadows which are cast isotropically.
However, as seen above, cold-traps can also be destroyed by incoming emitted and reflected
flux from nearby slopes. Pole-facing slopes receive less insolation than equator-facing slopes,
regardless of roughness. However, pole-facing slopes also receive more scattered and emitted
radiation from equator-facing slopes, which are typically exposed to more insolation than all
the other slopes on the surface. Since higher roughness decreases the typical sky to ground
ratio of slopes, cold-trapping pole-facing slopes will be more readily destroyed on rough
surfaces compared to smoother surfaces. Therefore, on smoother surfaces (scale ∼ 10 km),
cold-traps tend to form predominantly on pole-facing slopes. On rougher surfaces (scale
∼ 10 m and below), the cold-trap aspect distribution is nearly isotropic. Observations by
the Lunar Exploration Neutron Detector (LEND) have been suggested to indicate hydrogen
distribution that is asymmetric in slope directionality (McClanahan et al., 2015), but it is not
clear if these observations correspond to the anisotropy predicted here for Gaussian surfaces.
3.3.4 Stability of Subsurface Ice
The maximum temperature required for ice stability greatly limits the area fraction of surface
cold-traps on the Moon. However, due to the diffusion barrier created by the overlaying
regolith, the subsurface may harbor ice even in places where stability is not possible on
the surface. The presence of ice in the subsurface depends on delivery mechanisms such
as gardening (e.g. Hurley et al. (2012)), diffusion under present conditions ((Schorghofer
and Taylor, 2007; Schorghofer and Aharonson, 2014) or under conditions that occurred in a
past orbital state (Siegler et al., 2011, 2016). Next, we consider only the potential survival
of ice in the subsurface, noting that ice quantities depend on accumulation via one of the
mechanisms mentioned above.
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Figure 3.8: The subsurface cold-trap area fraction for different latitudes and roughness values
for I = 25 SI (δ ≈ 10 cm). For smooth surfaces (σs < 5◦) subsurface ice cannot persist below
latitude 80◦. Greater roughness makes it possible for subsurface cold-traps to survive even
in lower latitudes. As temperature stabilizes at depths below a skin depth, the area fraction
ceases to increase. Each curve is obtained by averaging five realizations of random surfaces
with a given σs.
To simulate subsurface ice stability we use the criterion derived in Schorghofer and Taylor
(2007). The mass loss rate of ice from the subsurface J depends on the evaporation rate into
vacuum E(T ) (Eq. 3.8) and the thickness of the covering layer ∆z,
J =
µ`
2
E(T )
∆z
(3.10)
where µ is the mass of an H2O molecule and ` is the pore size taken to be 75 µm, typical
for lunar soil (McKay et al., 1974; Heiken et al., 1991). In order to estimate the abundance
of subsurface cold-traps, we consider the maximum temperature obtained at every depth
within a regolith of I = 25 SI and find the depth where the predicted loss rate from Eq.
3.10 exceeds 1 mm Ga−1; this defines the depth to ice stability ; the thickness of an overlaying
regolith above a region where macroscopic ice quantities may survive for ∼ 109 years.
As is the case for surface ice, the stability of subsurface ice increases with both latitude
and roughness. Figure 3.8 shows the amount of subsurface cold-traps found beneath several
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random Gaussian surfaces with different roughness values, located at different latitudes.
Here again, at polar latitude (85◦) rough surfaces (σs ∼ 15◦ − 25◦) show little dependence
of the cold-trap fraction on surface roughness, compared to lower latitudes and smaller
roughness values, where the cold-trap fraction increases with roughness. Additionally, we
find that some ice can remain stable even under temporarily illuminated slopes, making it
more readily accessible than surface ice that exists only inside PSRs. In Figure 3.9a we show
a cross-section through the subsurface below one of the simulated random topographies, with
σs = 15
◦ at latitude 85◦. Permanently shadowed slopes (profile A in Figure 3.9b) can trap
water ice both on and below the surface for periods > 1 Ga. Temporarily illuminated slopes
(profile B) cannot trap volatiles on the surface, however ice may become stable deeper in
the subsurface due to the diffusion barrier and the decaying thermal wave amplitude. For
higher surface temperatures (profile C) ice is not stable both on and below the surface. The
area fraction of cold-traps increases with depth due to the added stability.
However, deeper than a few skin depths the temperature remains relatively constant and
the added stability depends on the thickness of the diffusion barrier alone. For high enough
temperatures, the wave amplitude may not decay below the temperature stability criterion,
and ice will become stable again only where a much thicker diffusion barrier can counteract
the higher evaporation rate. For example, at a temperature of 120 K, ice will first become
stable at ∼ 40 cm, but at a temperature of 135 K ice will only first become stable at > 100 m.
This result limits the maximum burial depth of ice to a few decimeters, with no mechanisms
that can currently lead us to expect burial at greater depths than a few meters.
The amount and burial depth of cold-traps varies with the subsurface properties. In-
creasing the subsurface conductivity lowers the surface maximum temperatures, resulting in
a slightly higher surface cold-trap area fraction. However, the skin depth of more conduc-
tive subsurfaces is also higher, destroying subsurface cold-trap and increasing the thickness
of the covering layer. For example, doubling the modeled skin depth (to 20 cm instead of
the modeled 10 cm) reduces the amount of subsurface cold-traps by ∼ 50%. Therefore, we
conclude that the Moon’s relatively high subsurface cold-trap area fraction (compared to the
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surface) is facilitated by its low subsurface thermal inertia at low (∼ 100 K) temperatures.
In Figure 3.9c we compare the area fraction of surface cold-traps to the area fraction
of subsurface cold-traps at a depth of 50 cm. We find that for nearly all modeled surface
roughness values, the area fraction of cold-traps more than doubles in the subsurface. In
nearly polar latitudes, slopes on scales of ∼ 10 m (Rosenburg et al., 2011b) may harbor over
50% subsurface cold-traps by area coverage. At smaller scales, lateral heat conduction may
change this result and limit the area fraction of cold-traps. In addition, while cold-traps
cannot exist in significant abundance below latitude 80◦, subsurface cold-traps can survive
on relatively rough surfaces (scales of ∼ 10 m) even at latitude 75◦. Burial of surface ice
(e.g. Hurley et al. (2012); Schorghofer and Aharonson (2014)) may seem less probable in
those latitudes due to the lack of a surface source, however recent work (Siegler et al., 2016)
suggests polar wander on the Moon may resulted in the burial of ice at lower latitudes.
3.4 Conclusions
Surface topography and roughness are prominent factors in determining the temperature
on airless planetary bodies. By using illumination, scattering, and thermophysical models
of the lunar surface, we find that accounting for subsurface conduction lowers the shadow
temperature of hemispherical craters compared to known analytic models (Buhl et al., 1968;
Ingersoll et al., 1992) by ∼ 5 − 15 K. Additionally, by accounting for subsurface conduc-
tion, we distinguish between two types of shadows that appear in a realistic topography: a
warmer, temporary shadow and a cold, persistent shadow. These result in a bimodal shadow
temperature distribution.
Assuming random Gaussian surfaces to simulate the temperature distribution on rough
surfaces, we again observe a bimodal maximum temperature distribution in high latitudes,
owing to the colder, permanently shadowed and the warmer, illuminated slopes. The size
of these two modes depends on the surface roughness and latitude; surfaces at higher lat-
itudes and with higher roughness generally have more abundant PSRs, increasing the size
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of the colder mode of the distribution. However, higher roughness also increases the surface
scattered and emitted radiation, increasing the temperature of these shadows. Therefore, in
high latitudes, the cold-trap area fraction of rough surfaces is comparable.
The resulting temperature distributions may be used to determine surface and subsurface
ice stability. We find the cold-trap area fraction in craters is limited by their geometry and,
to a lesser extent, by the subsurface thermal properties. Deeper craters have more persistent
but warmer shadows due to scattering and thermal emissions from the illuminated parts of
the walls. Deep craters are more likely to have permanent shadows compared to shallower
craters at the same latitude, but these shadows are often too warm to trap volatiles for
geologic time periods. We find that the geometry of craters with ∆ ∼ 1/12− 1/14 promotes
ice stability optimally, allowing cold-trap stability at latitudes as low as ∼ 77◦. When
comparing our results with the maximum temperature map obtained by LRO Diviner, we
find some agreement, although for realistic craters the theoretical ice stability prediction is
sometimes disturbed by local topography.
For random surfaces, as roughness increases, the colder mode of the bimodal distribution
grows in size (due to added shadows) and shifts towards warmer temperatures (due to the
lower sky to ground ratio of sloped surfaces). Near the poles, higher roughness increases
the area fraction of permanent shadows, potentially adding cold-traps. However, it also
increases the maximum temperature of those shadows, destroying potential cold-traps. The
result of the competition between these two factors is that at high latitudes rough surfaces
have cold-trap area fractions that only weakly depend on roughness. However, we find that
the cold-trap slope aspect (directionality) depends on the surface roughness. On smoother
surfaces (scales > 100 m), cold-traps are predominantly pole facing. However, we find that
as roughness grows the cold-trap slope aspect distribution becomes more isotropic, due to
increased reflected and emitted radiation pole-facing slopes receive. We further find that the
abundance of subsurface cold-traps increases with growing roughness and latitude, so that
at polar latitudes, rough surfaces (corresponding to scales < 10 m), have a ∼ 30% cold-trap
area fraction at a depth of 50 cm, compared to ∼ 5 − 15% on the surface. Additionally,
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even where unstable on surface due to lack of permanent shadow, we find that on scales > 1
km subsurface ice may persist in non-negligible (10%) quantities below random topography
at decimeters depths. At temperatures above 130 K, the maximum subsurface temperature
only falls below the cold-trapping criterion beneath a thick diffusion barrier, of depth > 10
m. Since the supply of ice available to accumulate below depths of a few meters is limited, we
constrain the maximum possible burial depth of ice below rough surface to a few decimeters.
The stability of subsurface ice in transiently illuminated regions could prove important to
future missions to the lunar poles, as such areas are more readily accessible than the usually
proposed permanently shadowed regions.
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Figure 3.9: (a) A cross-section through a subsurface with σs = 15
◦ at latitude 85◦ showing the
amount of subsurface cold-traps. Profile A shows the amount of subsurface cold-traps below a
PSR, where ice is stable both on and below the surface. Profile B shows the subsurface below
a temporarily shadowed area, where ice is not stable on the surface but becomes stable at
depth due to the diffusion barrier and the decaying thermal wave amplitude. Profile C shows
an area in which cold-trap are not stable both on and below the surface. (b) The maximum
subsurface temperature for the three profiles, along with the criterion for subsurface ice
stability (dashed line) given by Schorghofer and Taylor (2007). (c) A comparison between
the amount of surface cold-traps (dashed) and subsurface cold-traps at a depth of 50 cm
(solid) plotted for different latitudes and surface slope RMS, σs. In nearly all latitudes, the
area of cold-traps more than doubles in the subsurface. The thermal parameters are as in
figure 3.8.
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CHAPTER 4
Ice In Micro Cold-Traps on Mercury: Implications for
Age and Origin
This chapter was originally published in: Rubanenko, L., Mazarico, E., Neumann, G.A. and
Paige, D.A., 2018. Ice in micro cold traps on Mercury: implications for age and origin.
Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, 123(8), pp.2178-2191.
Abstract
Evidence in radar, reflectance, and visible imagery indicates surface and subsurface water ice
is present inside permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) in the north polar region of Mercury.
The origin of this ice and the time at which it was delivered to the planet are both unknown.
Finding the smallest, most easily eroded, ice deposits on Mercury can help answer these
questions. Here we present evidence for volatiles trapped in cold-traps of scales ∼ 1− 10 m.
We consider two possible delivery methods for these deposits: a gradual, slow accumulation
by micrometeorites or solar wind implantation and an episodic deposition, either primordial
or by a recent comet impact. We conclude the mechanism that best explains the presence
of volatiles in these micro cold-traps is a comet impact that most likely occurred in a last
∼ 100 Ma.
4.1 Introduction
It has long been known that high latitude topographic depressions on low obliquity, airless
planetary bodies cast shadows that may persist for geologic time periods (Urey, 1952). If
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sufficiently cold, these permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) may trap and preserve volatiles
for billions of years inside cold-traps (Watson et al., 1961; Arnold, 1979).
On Mercury, thermal models of the surface and subsurface showed water ice may persist
inside polar craters (Paige et al., 1992; Ingersoll et al., 1992; Vasavada et al., 1999; Paige
et al., 2013). More recently, evidence for the presence of thick ice deposits near the north
pole of Mercury was bolstered by several independent measurements. Earth-based radar
observations have found anomalously bright regions suggestive of ice deposits which are at
least a few meters thick (Slade et al., 1992; Harmon and Slade, 1992; Butler et al., 1993;
Harmon et al., 2001, 2011). Near infrared (IR) surface reflectance measurements obtained
by the Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA) on board the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment,
GEochemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft detected bright and dark deposits
in areas that are sufficiently cold to trap ice according to thermal models (Paige et al., 2013;
Neumann et al., 2013). The bright deposits were identified as exposed surface ice, while the
darker deposits were suggested to be ice buried under a space weathered thermal lag (Paige
et al., 2013; Chabot et al., 2014; Delitsky et al., 2017). PSRs within craters were imaged
by the Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS) and were found to contain similar features
with distinctive reflectance properties and sharp boundaries (Chabot et al., 2014). If these
features are ice deposits, they could only outlast erosion if they were relatively young or
continuously renewed at a rate that dominates the gardening rate (Chabot et al., 2016).
Lately, it was hypothesized that ice may persist in micro cold-traps that form in PSRs
cast by craters and random small scale topographic features (Hayne and Aharonson, 2015).
In this case, the term ”micro” does not mean ”of microscopic size”; instead, it refers to
the Greek word ”µικρo´ς” (mikro´s), ”small”. More recently, Deutsch et al. (2017b) found
evidence for small ice deposits inside cold-traps on scales ∼ 1 km. Here we show evidence
for ice trapped inside much smaller micro cold-traps on scales 1-10 m. We use MLA data to
find the surface darkening occurs not only inside the larger, resolved features, but also in the
inter-crater terrain. We interpret this as evidence for water ice micro cold-traps buried under
a darkened thermal lag. We fit a model to the reflectance data in order to constrain the
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lateral size of these cold-traps and their maximum possible thickness. Finally, we compare
our findings with recent estimates for the volatiles erosion rate in order to constrain the
origin and age of the ice trapped within them.
4.2 Evidence for Ice Inside Micro Cold-Traps
4.2.1 Measuring Mercury’s Surface Darkening
The surface darkening observed on Mercury’s pole by Neumann et al. (2013) and Paige et al.
(2013) is not unique to large impact craters. Inspection of the stretched MLA reflectance map
(Figure 4.1a) shows that the inter-crater terrain darkens in high latitudes as well (Neumann
et al., 2017; Rubanenko et al., 2017a). Similar inspection of the radar brightness map
(Harmon et al., 2011) (Figure 4.1b) shows small scale radar-bright features in between the
larger resolved cold-traps, indicative of small discontinuous ice deposits. However, the radar
map does not show a latitudinal brightening that matches the latitudinal darkening observed
in the reflectance map. While most the signal was found to spatially correlate with the
locations of small craters (Chabot et al., 2012; Deutsch et al., 2016), some of it may still be
associated with unresolved features in the inter-crater terrain.
Due to the lack of MLA data in the south pole, our analysis is restricted to the north pole
of Mercury. To measure the decrease in surface reflectance due to the sub-pixel darkening
(below the resolution of the binned MLA dataset), we first collect MLA reflectance data
gathered between 2011-2015 in bins of 250 m. Then, we discard data below latitude 70◦,
anomalous measurements (greater than unity) and those obtained at emission angles > 10◦.
The obtained reflectance distribution, shown in Figure 4.2, is bimodal with an extended tail.
The right and left modes correspond to the mean reflectance of the bare regolith and the
mean reflectance of slopes covered by a darkened deposit, respectively. The extended tail
was suggested to be exposed surface ice (Paige et al., 2013).
Next, we remove all the larger dark features, such as those inside craters: we begin by
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Figure 4.1: a. The north pole MLA reflectance map in polar stereographic projection, binned
at 250 m px−1. Dark deposits, which are postulated to contain ice trapped under a space
weathered thermal lag, appear both inside craters and in the inter-crater terrain. In order
to measure the sub-pixel darkening, we remove spots with reflectance < 0.08 and size > 1
pixels (marked in red). Gray pixels indicate missing or discarded data. b. The north pole
stretched radar brightness map in polar stereographic projection, adapted from Figure 5 in
Harmon et al. (2011) and rebinned at 1 km2. Radar bright regions, which are indicative
of pure, thick ice, are apparent both in resolved cold-traps within larger craters but also in
smaller craters (Harmon et al., 2011; Deutsch et al., 2016).
reducing the reflectance map into a binary image with threshold 0.08, and remove binary
spots larger than 1 pixel. The choice of 0.08 is reasonable considering it separates the two
modes of the reflectance distribution shown in Figure 4.2.
Mercury is found at a 3/2 spin-orbit resonance that causes roughly half of its polar region
to receive more insolation than the other half (Soter and Ulrichs, 1967). These two distinct
longitude ranges are sometimes termed the ”cold pole” (∼ 60◦W − 120◦W and ∼ 240◦W −
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Figure 4.2: The MLA reflectance distribution of the north pole of Mercury (above latitude
70◦) binned at 250 m2. The distribution is bimodal with an extended tail; the left mode
corresponds to the mean reflectance of the dark surface deposits. The right mode approxi-
mately corresponds to the mean reflectance of the surface. The extended tail is thought to
represent exposed, and therefore bright, water ice deposits. We use these two representative
values (marked by arrows) to model the surface reflectance. The uncertainty we consider
when choosing the reflectance of the dark deposits is shown by the two-sided arrow on the
left.
300◦W) and the ”warm pole” (∼ 120◦W−240◦W and ∼ 300◦W−60◦W), respectively (Paige
et al., 1992). We calculate the zonal mean of the reflectance data in these two longitude
ranges (yellow-black and green-black dots, Figure 4.3). Due to MESSENGER’s non-polar
orbit, the most reliable MLA measurements were gathered between latitudes 75◦−85◦. This
region is marked in the figure by the dashed vertical lines and filled circles.
We find the zonally averaged reflectance decreases from ∼ 0.18 in lower latitudes (75◦)
to ∼ 0.15 near the edge of the most reliable data region (85◦). The reflectance in the cold
pole decreases more rapidly than the reflectance in the warm pole. Near the pole (above
latitude 85◦) the surface reflectance sharply increases, possibly due to the presence of large
impact craters such as Prokofiev, which were found to contain many high reflectance deposits
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Figure 4.3: The zonally averaged reflectance (black circles) binned at 250 m px−1, large
craters removed, along with the modeled reflectance of random surfaces with different σs
(blue), and the corresponding modeled surface and subsurface cold-trap area fractions (red).
The green and yellow circles indicate Mercury’s ”warm pole” and ”cold pole”, respectively.
The reflectance of the cold pole is lower than that of the warm pole, possibly indicating
a greater fraction of ice buried under a thermal lag. The measured decrease in reflectance
matches that of a random rough surface with σs = 15− 20◦, corresponding to cold-traps on
lateral scales < 10 m. The shaded envelope indicates the uncertainty in the value we chose
to represent the reflectance of the dark slopes. The dashed vertical lines mark the region of
most reliable data, also emphasized by the filled circles. We highlight the σs = 20
◦ panel as
it described the surface that best fits the observed darkening.
(Neumann et al., 2013).
4.2.2 Possible Reasons for Mercury’s Surface Darkening
Paige et al. (2013) postulated the MLA dark deposit found in many polar craters is a
weathered carbonaceous thermal lag covering a thick layer of ice. Using a thermal model,
they showed a spatial correlation between areas in which ice is stable in the subsurface and
areas that are MLA dark. Additional analysis conducted by Neumann et al. (2013) and
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Chabot et al. (2014) showed a similar spatial correlation between these dark deposits and
the boundaries of permanent shadows.
Chemical and physical models explain how these polar deposits accumulate and grow dark
(Paige et al., 2013; Delitsky et al., 2017). At first, comets or other impactors deposit volatile
raw materials such as water, methane, carbon dioxide and ammonia on the surface. These
volatiles travel to the pole and become cold-trapped inside PSRs (Schorghofer, 2015). Then,
magnetic cusps in Mercury’s magnetic field focus energetic particles onto these ices along
with galactic cosmic rays and Lyα radiation. This radiation can initiate chemical processes
that would eventually create heavier less volatile complex organic C-H-N-O-S molecules that
would cover the ices and protect them from sublimation or destruction (Delitsky et al., 2017).
Here we suggest the surface darkening we measure between latitudes 75◦−85◦ is evidence
for ice in micro cold-traps: ice deposits trapped in PSRs cast by sub-pixel topography and
buried under the same darkened thermal lag that covers the larger cold-traps. This idea is
supported by the difference in reflectance between the cold and warm poles. The cold pole
has a greater cold-trap area fraction than the warm pole as it receives less insolation and
has a higher PSR fraction due to the smaller angular size of the Sun in the sky. The higher
PSR fraction increases the area fraction of cold-traps that are buried under a thermal lag,
which leads to a lower surface reflectance. Thermal models show bright surface ice is not
prevalent on Mercury below latitude 85◦ due to the high amount of scattered and emitted
radiation, and thus has little effect on the overall surface reflectance (Paige et al., 2014).
Other possible explanations for this surface darkening could be Mercury’s higher surface
carbon content (Syal et al., 2015), geologic features related to Mercury’s north polar smooth
planes (Neumann et al., 2017) or the low reflectance materials (LRM) found in lower latitudes
(Robinson et al., 2008). However, these alternative explanations do not account for the
excellent spatial correlation with PSRs and areas in which water ice is cold-trapped under
the surface (Paige et al., 2013; Chabot et al., 2014).
Next, we constrain the lateral scale of these cold-traps by modeling their reflectance using
artificial random topography.
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4.2.3 Modeling the Micro Cold-Trap Area Fraction
A common way to model rough topography on airless bodies is to use random Gaussian
surfaces (e.g. Hagfors, 1964; Smith, 1967a; Jamsa et al., 1993; Davidsson and Rickman, 2014;
Bandfield et al., 2015; Rubanenko and Aharonson, 2017). This artificial realization has a
Gaussian slope distribution and a power-law power spectrum. The 1-D slope distribution of
realistic airless topography sometimes deviates from this idealized model due to the presence
of craters. However, the calculated shadow and temperature distributions and the resulting
cold-trap fractions of rough surface resemble those observed on the Moon (Smith, 1967a;
Bandfield et al., 2015; Rubanenko and Aharonson, 2017). To verify this is also true for
Mercury, we compared the modeled north pole cold-trap fraction using real topography to
that of a rough random surface with the same RMS slope σs ∼ 7◦. The cold-trap area
fraction modeled by Paige et al. (2013) is 0.068, in good agreement with the one calculated
by our model, 0.07.
The exponent of the surface power spectrum describes the dependence of the roughness
on the lateral scale. The value of this exponent was recently measured on Mercury to be
β ∼ 2.9 for lateral scales ∼ 0.5 km, larger than some of the scales we model here (Susorney
et al., 2017). However, with no better measurement, we choose to adopt this value. We
verified our calculated shadow and cold-trap fractions are largely insensitive to that choice
by modeling surfaces with β = 1.9 and β = 3.9. The surfaces we generate are composed of
N = 100 × 100 facets. This choice of the surface size is a compromise between the model
running time, which is squared in N , and the error in the calculated PSR area fraction, which
is ∼ 3% (compared to a surface with N = 1000× 1000 pixels). A more detailed description
of the model and the generation of rough random surfaces is provided in Rubanenko and
Aharonson (2017).
Accurate measurements of the surface roughness are limited to the instrument resolution
which on Mercury is ∼ 250 m - much larger than our scale of interest. In the absence
of better data for Mercury, we adopt measurements conducted on the Moon by the lunar
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reconnaissance orbiter laser altimeter (LRO LOLA), noting Mercury’s surface roughness was
found to be slightly lower at lateral scales > 500 m (Fa et al., 2016). However, as will be
explained later, this does not significantly affect our conclusions.
On the Moon, higher σs corresponds to smaller lateral scales; the distribution of slopes
on scales ∼ 1−10 km has σs ∼ 5◦, while the distribution of slopes on scales ∼ 1−100 m has
a higher σs ∼ 20◦−10◦ (Rosenburg et al., 2011b, 2015; Bandfield et al., 2015, and references
therein). We show this dependence in Figure 4.4 based on measurements obtained by LOLA
and previous analyses (Helfenstein and Shepard, 1999; Bandfield et al., 2015). To measure
the slope distribution at lateral scales 10 m, 120 m and 240 m we calculate the 2-D gradient
of the LOLA polar (above latitude ±75◦) map at the appropriate baseline. To measure σs
at higher lateral scales we fit a least-squares plane to square groups of pixels on the 120 m
map. We use groups of sizes 8 × 8 and 80 × 80 pixels for lateral scales 960 m and 9600 m,
respectively. Finally, we calculate the RMS of the slope distribution of all planes.
Higher σs affects the cold-trap area fraction by simultaneously increasing the PSR area
fraction and the amount of reflected and thermally emitted radiation from nearby illumi-
nated, warm slopes. Therefore, higher surface roughness does not necessarily translate into
a higher cold-trap area fraction (Rubanenko and Aharonson, 2017). On Mercury this effect
is amplified compared to the Moon due to the higher temperature of illuminated slopes and
the consequent higher reflected visible and emitted IR flux. Next, we use this link between
the surface roughness and the cold-trap area fraction to constrain the lateral scale of micro
cold-traps on Mercury.
We calculate the surface and subsurface temperatures accounting for insolation, scat-
tering, thermal emission and subsurface conduction. We employ the same model used by
Rubanenko and Aharonson (2017), but introduce two improvements: a finite Sun instead of a
point-source Sun and temperature dependent thermal parameters. We assume a bolometric
albedo of 0.08 (Domingue et al., 2011) and an emissivity of 0.95. Previous works considered
slightly lower or higher values (Soter and Ulrichs, 1967; Veverka et al., 1988; Paige et al.,
1992; Emery et al., 1998) but those do not significantly affect our results.
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Figure 4.4: The surface roughness (indicated by the RMS slope) increases with decreasing
scale on the Moon. The red and blue dots, which show LOLA data on scales ¿ 10 m, are
provided along with the standard deviation. Roughness measurements at smaller scales were
obtained by Helfenstein and Shepard (1999) and Bandfield et al. (2015).
To calculate the subsurface temperatures up to a depth of 1 m we use a modified version
of the 1-D heat diffusion model described in Rubanenko and Aharonson (2017); we use a
temperature dependent thermal conductivity (of order k ∼ 10−2 W m−1K−1) and specific
heat capacity (of order c ∼ 300 J kg−1 K−1), as prescribed in the appendix of Hayne et al.
(2017). For temperatures > 400 K we linearly extrapolate c and k. The error introduced
by this extrapolation should not significantly affect our results as only illuminated facets,
which are anyway found in radiative equilibrium, reach these temperatures (Bandfield et al.,
2015). Finally, we assume a lunar-like power law subsurface density profile that increases
from a value of 1100 kg m−3 at the surface to a value of 1800 kg m−3 at depth (Hayne et al.,
2017). The resulting thermal skin depth is of the order of a few decimeters.
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As explained in Rubanenko and Aharonson (2017), we find the surface cold-trap area
fraction using the well-known relation between the maximum sublimation rate of ice into
vacuum E˙max and the maximum surface temperature Tmax,
E˙max =
Pv√
2pikBµTmax
(4.1)
where Pv is the equilibrium vapor pressure, kB ≈ 1.38 × 10−23 m2 kg s−2 K−1 is the Boltz-
mann constant, µ is the mass of a water molecule (Watson et al., 1961; Schorghofer and
Taylor, 2007). Exposed water ice sublimates from cold-traps at any temperature greater
than the absolute zero, but for temperatures < 120 K the ice loss rate is likely dominated
by impact gardening and space weathering and is ∼ 1 m Ga−1 (Gault et al., 1974; Lanze-
rotti et al., 1981; Morgan and Shemansky, 1991; Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007). To find
the subsurface cold-traps area fraction we use a similar model that relates E˙, the surface
sublimation rate, ζ, the burial depth and J , the ice loss rate in kg m−2s−1 (Schorghofer and
Taylor, 2007),
J =
µ`E˙
2ζ
(4.2)
where ` = 75 × 10−6 m is the typical regolith grain size (McKay et al., 1974; Heiken et al.,
1991). We find the surface (subsurface) cold-trap area fraction by calculating the fraction
of facets whose surface (subsurface) sublimation rates < 1 m Ga−1. Finally, to obtain a
statistically significant result, we average five different random surfaces for every σs and
latitude.
The maximum annual temperature distribution of an airless surface is affected by the
planet’s obliquity and eccentricity. Here we neglect Mercury’s obliquity which is of order a
few arcminutes (Yseboodt and Margot, 2006), and model the thermal conditions at its warm
pole by fixing the planet’s solar distance at perihelion, 0.307 AU. In Figure 4.3 we show the
surface and subsurface cold-trap area fractions for surfaces with different σs (red lines).
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4.2.4 Modeling the Surface Reflectance
To model the latitudinal change in reflectance we use values derived from the distribution
shown in Figure 4.2 and the cold-trap area fractions calculated above. As demonstrated in
Figure 4.5, we assign subsurface and surface cold-traps with a reflectance of 0.04 (the left
mode) and 0.23 (1σ above the mean) and non-cold-traps with a reflectance of 0.18 (the mean
between latitudes 70◦ − 75◦). The total reflectance of the surface is obtained by calculating
the weighted average of the reflectance of the slopes composing it. Results are shown Figure
4.3. Our choice for the reflectance value of the dark slopes is based on the distribution
appearing in Figure 4.2. For robustness, we consider an uncertainty that is equal to the
width of the left mode of this distribution, indicated by the blue envelope.
Figure 4.5: A demonstration of our reflectance model. First, we calculate the maximum
diurnal temperature distribution of the rough surface (left). Then, subsurface cold-traps are
assigned with a reflectance of 0.04, corresponding to the left mode in the distribution shown
in Figure 4.2. Surface cold-traps are assigned with a value of 0.23, corresponding to 1 σ above
the right mode of the distribution. Non-cold-traps are assigned with a value of 0.18, the mean
reflectance between latitudes 70◦ − 75◦. The total reflectance of the surface is a weighted
average of the reflectance of the facets composing it. To obtain a statistically significant
result, we average five different random surfaces for each latitude and each roughness.
The modeled reflectance of random surfaces with σs = 20
◦ (slope-scale . 1 m) best
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fits the zonally averaged MLA reflectance in the warm pole (green-black circles). Surfaces
with σs < 15
◦ (slope-scale > 100 m) do not fit the observed reflectance due to their lower
subsurface cold-trap area fraction. Above we noted measurements at larger lateral scales
indicate the surface roughness on Mercury may be slightly lower than that of the Moon (Fa
et al., 2016). As roughness increases with decreasing lateral scale, this would only act to
decrease the scale of the cold-traps we find here and thus should not affect our conclusions.
The fraction of the surface that can cold-trap a volatile species depends not only on
its temperature, but also on the thermochemical properties of the molecule (Watson et al.,
1961). Above we found water ice cold-traps can explain the surface darkening observed on
Mercury. We repeat this calculation for other prevalent volatiles found in comets; we derive
their cold-trap area fraction and use it to model the surface reflectance, as we did above.
As an example, we show in Figure 4.6 results for a rough random surface with σs = 20
◦
(lateral scale ∼ 1 m). We find that volatile species other than water (see Table 4.1) cannot
reproduce the observed darkening. While some complex molecules such as methanol nearly
fit the measurements, they are much less abundant in comets compared to water ice (Zhang
and Paige, 2009).
We estimate the total area fraction occupied by micro cold-traps in the north polar region
by linearly extrapolating and integrating the red lines in Figure 4.3 from latitude 75◦ to the
pole. Assuming the scale of all micro cold-traps is ∼ 10 m (σs = 15◦), the total area of
surface cold-traps is 2.98×104 km2, ∼ 2.33% of the polar region. Similarly, if the scale of all
micro cold-traps was ∼ 1 m (σs = 20◦), their total area would be 2.13 × 104 km2, ∼ 1.66%
of the polar region. This is about 20% of the area fraction occupied by the larger, resolved
cold-traps (Paige et al., 2013).
Since we do not model lateral heat conduction, our results are only valid for lateral scales
larger than the thermal skin depth (Bandfield et al., 2015). Therefore, although we found
cold-traps on scales 1− 10 m can best explain the observed reflectance, we cannot rule out
the existence of smaller cold-traps. Additionally, we note it is possible these micro cold-traps
do not contain ice at all as it may have already sublimated, leaving behind the thermal lag
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Figure 4.6: The MLA reflectance data for the warm pole along with the subsurface cold-
trap area fractions and the modeled decrease in reflectance for the most abundant volatiles
found in comets (Zhang and Paige, 2009). We find the presence of water ice cold-traps best
explains the zonally mean surface darkening. The dashed vertical lines mark the region of
most reliable data, as before. Argon and CO are represented by the same line, as their
cold-trap area fractions are zero.
that once covered it.
4.3 Accumulation and Dissipation of Ice in Micro Cold-Traps
After being delivered to the surface, water molecules on airless bodies travel in ballistic hops
whose length depends on their thermal energy (Watson et al., 1961). For Mercury, the mean
hop length is ∼ 100 − 200 km (Schorghofer, 2015) - comparable to the scale of the largest
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Compound Q (kJ mol−1) Pt (kPa) Tt (K)
CH4 9.7
(1) 11.69(1) 90.67(1)
NH3 30.96
(2) 6.08(3) 195.48(3)
H2O 51.06
(2) 0.61(4) 273.16(4)
CO 7.6(1) 15.30(3) 68.09(3)
CH3OH 44.2
(5) 1.08× 10−4(6) 175.6(6)
Ar 7.78(7) 68.9(7) 83.80(7)
CO2 27.2
(8) 518(9) 216.58(9)
Table 4.1: The enthalpy of sublimation Q along with the triple point pressure Pt and temper-
ature Tt used to calculate the cold-trap area fractions for the volatiles shown in Figure 4.6.
References: (1) Stephenson (2012), (2) Dell and Beebe (1955), (3) Staveley et al. (1981), (4)
Sato et al. (1991), (5) Lucas et al. (2005), (6) Cheng (1994), (7) Ferreira and Lobo (2008),
(8) Bryson III et al. (1974), (9) Chickos and Jr. (2002).
cold-traps (e.g in Prokofiev Crater). Since the residence time of trapped molecules is much
longer than the duration of the hops, ice precipitation into cold-traps can be thought of as
rain falling into buckets; the probability that a molecule would become trapped in a cold-
trap depends on its surface area alone. Additionally, due to the extremely low sublimation
rates, volatile redistribution is minimal and all cold-traps should be filled approximately to
the same height. Consequently, the accumulation and dissipation of ice inside cold-traps can
be thought of as a source-sink problem (per unit area). Constraining the ice thickness inside
the smallest cold-traps on Mercury and comparing it to the modeled erosion rate could help
us estimate its deposition time and delivery method.
4.3.1 Constraining the Depth of Ice in Micro Cold-Traps
The potential ice thickness inside a cold-trap is limited by the depth of the permanent shadow
it occupies. If the temperature of the cold-trap is sufficiently low, ice may accumulate
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inside it until it exceeds the permanent shadow volume (PSV) and becomes exposed to
solar illumination. However, ice accumulation may cease even before that stage. Significant
ice deposits may alter the topography and change the amount of scattered and emitted
radiation the cold-trap receives. Consequently, the temperature of the ice may increase,
inhibiting growth, or decrease, encouraging it. Next, we constrain the maximum thickness
of ice trapped in surface micro cold-traps using the depth of the PSVs they cast.
Figure 4.7: Our shadow depth model which we use to constrain the ice depth cast by the
random topography. In this figure, θ is the solar incidence angle, d is the transient shadow
depth, z is the height of the shadowed point and z’ is the height of the point casting the
shadow above the reference plane.
To calculate the depth of the PSV cast by the sub-resolution topography we employ
our 3-D illumination model used above. First, we find the instantaneous shadow depth:
the vertical distance between the surface and the shadow that covers it. The instantaneous
shadow depth d at a distance x from the point casting the shadow is,
d = z′ − z − x cot θ (4.3)
where θ is the incidence angle, z′ is the height of the point casting the shadow (relative to the
reference plane) and z is the point of interest (Figure 4.7). If more than one point in the way
to the Sun casts a shadow on the point of interest, we use the deepest shadow. To calculate
the depth of the permanent shadow, we find the temporal minimum of the instantaneous
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shadow depth at every point on the surface. As this calculation is less computationally
intensive than the full temperature calculation, we are able to increase the model accuracy
by using topographies of size 250×250 facets. Relative to surfaces with size N = 1000×1000
facets, our model underestimates the permanent shadow area fraction by ∼ 1.5%. As before,
we obtain a statistically significant result by averaging the PSV fractions of five different
surfaces.
The cumulative distribution of the PSV depth is shown in Figure 4.8 for the two roughness
values that match Mercury’s surface darkening, σs = 15
◦, 20◦, and latitudes 80◦ and 85◦. We
find that for surfaces with σs = 15
◦ and σs = 20◦ (lateral scales ∼ 1 − 10 m) the median
PSV depth is ∼ 1 m and ∼ 25 cm, respectively. This result explains the absence of a strong
radar reflectance signal in between craters, that requires the deposit to be at least a few
meters thick (Harmon et al., 2001). Next we discuss several ways in which erosion can affect
accumulated surface ice.
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Figure 4.8: (a) The permanently shadowed volume (PSV) depth superimposed on a random
topography with σs = 20
◦ at latitude 85◦. The color bar on the right indicates the depth
of the PSV above the surface, which is an upper limit for the thickness of the ice trapped
within it. (b) A cross section (shown in red) of the topography. The PSV depth above the
topography is plotted as the dashed blue line. (c) The cumulative distribution function of
the PSV depth, showing most of the ice must be trapped in a layer < 1 m for surfaces with
σs = 15
◦ (scale ∼ 10 m) or < 25 cm for surfaces with σs = 20◦ (scale ∼ 1 m).
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4.3.2 Sublimation due to Heat Delivered by Impacts
An impact can destroy cold-trapped ice in two ways: it may sublimate it by heating the
surface or it may mechanically disperse it into a region in which it will become unstable.
Next we show the former is less important than the latter for ice trapped inside micro
cold-traps.
Impacts create a shock wave that compresses the regolith and heats it (Melosh, 1989).
The mass loss rate Ji due to surface heating by impactors can be estimated using the simple
relation,
Ji =
E(D)α
Lsub
(4.4)
where E(D) is the cumulative energy delivered to the surface by meteorites of size < D, Lsub
is the latent heat for sublimation, α is the heat transfer coefficient taken here to be unity.
Brown et al. (2002) used satellite records to measure E(D) for Earth using observations
on detonating bollides in the atmosphere. They found the cumulative number N of bollides
colliding with Earth with energy E or greater is,
logN = a0 + b0 logE (4.5)
where a0 = 0.5677±0.015 and b0 = 0.90±0.03. For a given bollide size, the energy delivered
to Earth per unit area is,
E(D) =
N(E)dE
4piR2E
(4.6)
where RE is Earth’s radius. To obtain a rough estimate of the cumulative energy delivered to
Mercury by meteorite impacts, we use the E(D) measured for Earth, correcting for Mercury’s
higher mean impact velocity, ∼ 40 km s−1 (Le Feuvre and Wieczorek, 2011). We find the
energy delivered by bodies with diameters < 1 m will sublimate ice at a rate of ∼ 1 mm Ga−1
- much lower than the mechanical gardening rate or the sublimation rate at 120 K, which is
∼ 1 m Ga−1 (Watson et al., 1961; Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007).
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4.3.3 Erosion due to Mechanical Impact Gardening
Compared to sublimation due to impact delivered heat, mechanical gardening is a more
significant erosive process. Recently, Speyerer et al. (2016) found that the impact turnover
rate of the lunar surface may be much higher than previously thought due to the contribution
of secondaries. Observations of rayed craters on Mercury have suggested secondaries may
play an even greater role compared to the Moon (Neish et al., 2013). While previous models
have shown the time in which the top few decimeters are overturned due to gardening is at
least ∼ 1 Ga (Gault et al., 1974; Hurley et al., 2012), more recent models for both the Moon
and Mercury (Costello et al., 2017a,b) find a much higher rate of a few decimeters in 10 Ma.
While impact gardening does not necessarily accelerate sublimation, it causes lateral and
vertical regolith turnover. With time this turnover may erode the ice, if it is exposed, or
the thermal lag that covers it. Above we showed the modeled surface darkening matches
the MLA observations, indicating this thermal lag, which is most likely about a decimeter
thick (Paige et al., 2013), is more or less intact. If we take into account the overturn models
mentioned above, we see a significant fraction of this thermal lag should have been eroded
in less than 100 Ma (according to the more conservative, traditional models) or in < 10 Ma
(according to the more recent models). Other models that include lateral mixing predict an
even shorter erosion time scale (Hurley et al., 2012). This indicates the ice on Mercury was
either recently deposited or that its accumulation rate is much greater than its dissipation
rate. This observation agrees with previously obtained images that showed the dark deposits
have sharp, unperturbed boundaries (Chabot et al., 2014, 2016).
4.3.4 Sublimation Due to Space Weathering
The loss rate of exposed ice consists of temperature-dependent sublimation and temperature-
independent space weathering (Schorghofer and Taylor, 2007). The latter occurs mainly due
to gardening, solar-wind sputtering and Lyα radiation from the local interstellar medium
(LISM), estimated to be a few decimeters per Ga (Lanzerotti et al., 1981; Morgan and She-
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mansky, 1991; Westley et al., 1995). While ice deposits in deep craters (depth/diameter
ratio ∼ 0.2) might be less affected by sputtering (Feldman et al., 2001), micro cold-traps in
the random topography have a generally higher sky visibility (Rubanenko and Aharonson,
2017). Additionally, while solar sputtering may be a net hydrogen source, significant quan-
tities of surface ice, like on Mercury, should be more affected by sputtering compared to an
admixture of ice and soil Crider and Vondrak (2003).
4.4 Discussion
Ice persists inside cold-traps formed within permanent shadows on the north pole of Mercury
(Harmon et al., 2001; Neumann et al., 2013; Chabot et al., 2014; Deutsch et al., 2017b).
Many of these cold-traps were found to be covered by a dark deposit thought to be a space
weathered carbonaceous thermal lag (Paige et al., 2013). Here we show this surface darkening
occurs also outside of the larger, resolved features, and find it can be explained by water ice
trapped under a thermal lag in micro cold-traps of lateral scales ∼ 1 − 10 m. This result
is consistent with the model developed by Delitsky et al. (2017), that found both water
and simple organics are necessary in order to form the darkened thermal lag. By describing
the sub-pixel topography using random Gaussian surfaces, we find the median depth of
the permanent shadows harboring these micro cold-traps, which limits the amount of ice
accumulated in them, to be < 1 m. This explains the latitudinal sub-pixel darkening, which
does not require thick ice (Paige et al., 2013), and the absence of a matching continuous sub-
pixel radar reflectance signal, which requires an ice layer at least few meters thick (Figure
4.1).
To first order, four factors affect the purity of an ice deposit and the darkened thermal
lag covering it: volatile accumulation, volatile destruction, vertical regolith turnover and
lateral regolith mixing. By considering these factors we can put further constraints on the
origin and age of the ice inside micro cold-traps. We discuss two possible scenarios that may
explain the presence of ice in these shallow micro cold-traps: a steady gain which is greater
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than the steady loss or an episodic deposition (primordial or recent) followed by a steady
loss (Table 4.2).
Mechanism
Pristine
Boundaries
(Chabot et al.,
2014)
Micro
Cold-Traps
(this work)
Radar signal
(Harmon et al.,
2001)
Dark Thermal Lag
(Paige et al., 2013)
Primordial origin x x X X
Steady accumulation X x x
Only
micrometeorites
Recent comet impact X X X X
Table 4.2: Three ice accumulation mechanisms explaining the origin of ice in micro cold-traps
on Mercury, and the evidence bolstering/refuting them.
In the first scenario, the volatiles influx is greater than the outflux and Mercury’s ice
budget is dominated by slow, continuous delivery. Among the possible sources we consider
solar wind implantation, which was shown to be an important source on the Moon (Crider
and Vondrak, 2000; Liu et al., 2012), and a constant flux of micrometeorites (Moses et al.,
1999; Syal et al., 2015). While we cannot completely rule out the contribution of solar wind
to Mercury’s ice budget, we find it unlikely it is a significant source; to explain Mercury’s
surface darkening, the accumulated volatiles must contain organic compounds that only exist
in comets or meteorites and not in pure hydroxyl.
Due to their thinness, micro cold-traps can only remain visible on the surface if the de-
livery rate is much greater than the overturn rate (Zhang and Paige, 2009). However, Moses
et al. (1999) and Syal et al. (2015) found the average ice delivery rate from micrometeorites
is at most a few m Ga−1 (using recent estimates for the cold-trap area fraction, (Paige et al.,
2013; Chabot et al., 2018)), same order of magnitude as the lateral regolith mixing rate
(Hurley et al., 2012) and lower than the mixing rate in the upper few centimeters (Gault
et al., 1974; Speyerer et al., 2016; Costello et al., 2017b). Monte-Carlo simulations conducted
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on the Moon (Hurley et al., 2012) and Mercury (Crider and Vondrak, 2003) show only 50%
of an initially 10 cm thick ice deposit will survive after 10 Ma, preventing it from developing
a thermal lag or stay pure enough to be radar bright. Exposed volatiles on Mercury were
found to be covered by regolith at a rate of ∼ 0.5 cm Ma−1, further reducing the purity of
the precipitating volatile (Crider and Vondrak, 2003). Therefore, it is unlikely volatiles de-
livered by micrometeorites alone are sufficient to explain the presence of a darkened thermal
lag covering ice trapped in micro cold-traps, or the presence of a pure, radar bright ice layer
in the larger cold-traps.
Over long time periods, the amount of ice delivered episodically, e.g in a volcanic eruption
or a comet impact (Butler, 1997; Moses et al., 1999; Kerber et al., 2009), is not significantly
different from the amount of ice delivered by micrometeorites over long time periods. How-
ever, over short time periods, episodic events deliver large quantities of volatiles. Of the
two episodic mechanisms listed above, comets contain all the carbonaceous materials that
may potentially form a thermal lag over volatiles deposits (Zhang and Paige, 2009; Delit-
sky et al., 2017). Recent hydrocode simulations (Ong et al., 2010; Stewart et al., 2011)
showed that the volatile retention rate following a comet impact on the Moon is ∼ 0.1%.
Previous models (Butler, 1997; Moses et al., 1999) found higher retention rates for Mercury,
5% − 15%. Adopting lunar models for Mercury may be inaccurate due to the higher grav-
ity, that helps preserve the volatile molecules, and the higher surface temperatures, that
encourage loss through sublimation. However, we can use these retention rates to obtain an
order of magnitude estimation for the amount of ice trapped in cold-traps following a comet
impact.
For example, a 5 km comet will deposit a layer of ice that is a few cm (0.1% retention)
up to a few decimeters (5% retention) thick - enough to fill a significant portion of the
micro cold-traps. This amount of ice should better outlast space weathering (Morgan and
Shemansky, 1991) and impact erosion and eventually develop a thermal lag that will further
protect the ice. Therefore, we conclude an episodic deposition, such as a comet impact,
is more likely to dominate ice accumulation on Mercury. This observation agrees with the
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recently measured uneven distribution of ice inside PSRs (Chabot et al., 2018).
Finally, the relative shallowness of these micro cold-traps shows this emplacement could
not have been primordial, as gardening would have eroded the thermal lag covering the
trapped ices. We can constrain the age of the ice trapped in these cold-traps, assuming its
origin is a comet impact. As mentioned above, the median permanent shadow depth of micro
cold-traps of lateral scales 1 m is lower than a few decimeters. In that case, and considering
traditional overturn rates for the Moon as a first order estimate (Gault et al., 1974; Hurley
et al., 2012), the most recent deposition must have occurred within the last 108 years.
Evidence shows (Neish et al., 2013) the gardening rate on Mercury may be faster than on
the Moon, possibly indicating a more recent deposition. Recently acquired observations
and models that account for secondary impacts predict a much higher erosion rate on both
the Moon and Mercury (Speyerer et al., 2016; Costello et al., 2017b). In this case, micro
cold-traps could only outlast if the deposition occurred within the last 106 − 107 years.
For cold-traps of lateral scales 10 m, the maximum permanent shadow thickness is < 1 m,
changing the time of deposition to 109 years and 108 years, respectively. Lateral mixing
should further decrease these timescales.
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CHAPTER 5
Thick ice deposits in shallow simple craters on the
Moon and Mercury
This chapter was originally published in: Rubanenko, L., Venkatraman, J. and Paige, D.A.,
2019. Thick ice deposits in shallow simple craters on the Moon and Mercury. Nature
Geoscience, 12(8), pp.597-601.
Abstract
Permanently shadowed regions near the poles of Mercury and the Moon may cold-trap
water ice for geologic time periods. In past studies, thick ice deposits have been detected
on Mercury, but not on the Moon, despite their similar thermal environments. Here we
report evidence for thick ice deposits inside permanently shadowed simple craters on both
Mercury and the Moon. We measure the depth/diameter ratio of approximately 2, 000 simple
craters near the north pole of Mercury using Mercury Laser Altimeter data. We find that
these craters become distinctly shallower at higher latitudes, where ice is known to have
accumulated on their floors. This shallowing corresponds to a maximum infill of around
50 m, consistent with previous estimates. A parallel investigation of approximately 12, 000
lunar craters using Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter data reveals a similar morphological trend
near the south pole of the Moon, which we conclude is also due to the presence of thick ice
deposits. We find that previously detected surface ice deposits in the south polar region of
the Moon are spatially correlated with shallow craters, indicating that the surface ice may
be exhumed or linked to the subsurface via diffusion. The family of lunar craters that we
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identify are promising targets for future missions, and may also help resolve the apparent
discrepancy between the abundance of frozen volatiles on Mercury and the Moon.
5.1 Main
The origins and distribution of cold-trapped ices near the poles of Mercury and the Moon
are poorly constrained. The low obliquity of these planetary bodies causes polar topographic
depressions to cast highly persistent shadows (Urey, 1952). If sufficiently cold, these perma-
nently shadowed regions (PSRs) are able to trap and preserve volatiles, such as water ice, for
billions of years (Watson et al., 1961). Evidence gathered by the Arecibo radio telescope and
later by the Mercury Surface, Space Environment, Geochemistry and Ranging (MESSEN-
GER) spacecraft indicates that cold-traps on Mercury harbour pure ice deposits more than
a few metres thick (Harmon and Slade, 1992; Slade et al., 1992; Paige et al., 2013; Deutsch
et al., 2017a). Similar radar investigations conducted on the Moon have thus far found
little evidence for widespread thick ice deposits (Stacy et al., 1997; Campbell et al., 2006).
The Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) mission detected 5%10%
water by mass (Colaprete et al., 2010) in the uppermost few metres of the floor of Cabeus
Crater. Thus far, only scattered surface and near-surface deposits have been detected in
polar cold-traps by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) (Hayne and Aharonson, 2015;
Fisher et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). This difference is particularly surprising as the polar
thermal environments and the net volatile accumulation rates on Mercury and the Moon are
not believed to be vastly different (Paige et al., 2013, 2010b; Lawrence, 2017). Adding to the
puzzle, neutron spectrometers have detected enhanced hydrogen concentrations in the near
subsurface of both Mercury and the Moon that are probably due to the presence of water
ice (Mitrofanov et al., 2010; Feldman et al., 1998; Lawrence et al., 2013).
Here we analyse the morphology of 2.515 km craters near the north pole of Mercury and
find that they contain thick ice deposits, congruous with earlier observations of thick ice
in larger craters. By performing a similar analysis on the Moon, we infer the existence of
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analogous thick ice deposits in shallow craters near the lunar south pole.
5.2 Evidence for ice in craters on Mercury and the Moon
We identify 2, 069 simple craters (diameter 2.515 km) on the Mercury Dual Imaging System
(MDIS, Hawkins et al. (2007)) basemap and measure their depth/diameter (d/D) ratios us-
ing the Mercury Laser Altimeter (MLA, Cavanaugh et al. (2007)) polar topographic basemap
gridded at a resolution of 250 m px1 (Figure 5.1a; see Methods). We restrict our measure-
ments to latitudes > 75◦88◦ N, where the highest quality MLA and MDIS data were gathered
due to MESSENGER’s orbit. Figure 1b shows that the mean d/D ratio of all craters de-
creases by ∼ 10% from latitude 75◦ to 86◦. Extrapolating this trend to the pole yields a
maximal shallowing of ∼ 20% (roughly 50±5 m), considering our crater size range (see Sup-
plementary Information for error estimation). In lower latitudes, the smaller permanently
shadowed volume cast by craters restricts the amount of ice they may potentially trap. The
average infill, therefore, is lower: ∼ 15 ± 1 m. Results are shown in Figure 5.1. The grey
dots in the lower panels represent craters that cast permanent shadows, as calculated using
an analytic shadowing model. The blue dots are craters that both cast permanent shadows
and are also sufficiently cold to trap water ice according to an analytic radiation scattering
model (Ingersoll et al., 1992). The black dashed lines show the extent to which these craters
are filled relative to their potential ice filling capacity that is, to first order, given by the
volume of the PSR they cast (Rubanenko et al., 2018) (see Methods).
The poleward shallowing we observe on Mercury is consistent with the presence of pre-
viously detected thick water ice deposits in larger craters. We support this claim by several
lines of evidence. First, the mean d/D decreases at the same latitudes in which craters
are modelled to cold-trap significant amounts of water ice (Fig. 5.1a, see Methods). We
note the shallowing does not fit the presence of other prevalent volatile species, as those are
cold-trapped at different temperatures (Paige et al., 2013; Rubanenko et al., 2018). Second,
as ice accumulates in cold-traps, it should have a greater effect on the depth of smaller
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Figure 5.1: (a,c,e) Maps showing the catalogued craters with their corresponding d/D ratios
for Mercury’s north pole (a) (latitude > 75◦ N), and the Moon’s south (c) and north poles
(e) (latitude > 60◦ N/S). The red uppercase letters indicate areas of interest. A: large
population of shallow, elliptical craters that are possibly secondary craters of Prokofiev
Crater. B: the lower crater density near larger craters (for example, lunar Antoniadi, Hausen
and Pythagoras Craters, all Upper Imbrian (Haruyama et al., 2009; McEwen et al., 1993))
indicates that our sampled smaller craters are typically a few billion years old. C: the crater
density is much lower in and around the lunar Maria. b,d,f, Plots showing the d/D ratios
of all the craters sampled for Mercury’s north pole (b), and the Moon’s south (d) and north
(f) poles. The green and grey markers are non-permanently and permanently shadowed
craters, respectively. The blue markers indicate craters that are sufficiently cold to trap
water ice according to a thermal model (Ingersoll et al., 1992). The red markers show the
mean d/D ratio of all the catalogued craters in bins of 3◦, after removing craters suspected
as secondaries (see Methods). The black dashed lines show the extent to which craters are
filled relative to their potential ice filling capacity based on PSV. The error bars indicate
one standard error to the mean.
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craters compared to larger craters. We find that the shallowing trend in larger craters,
7.515 km, is significantly diminished compared to smaller craters, 2.55 km (Supplementary
Fig. 1). Third, the colder pole-facing slopes of atypically shallow craters are shallower than
the warmer, equator-facing slopes (Supplementary Fig. 2). On Mercury, the median of the
pole-facing slopes distribution is ∼ 10% shallower than that of the equator-facing slopes
distribution. Fourth, the average shallowing we measure corresponds to approximately 20%
of the permanent shadow volume (PSV), or roughly 10 m, in accord with previous the-
oretical22 and observational6 estimates for the thickness of polar ice deposits detected in
individual craters (Harmon and Slade, 1992; Slade et al., 1992; Paige et al., 2013; Chabot
et al., 2014). Our statistical approach allows us to better constrain the average thickness
of polar ice deposits than has been possible in previous studies. Fifth, Mercury’s eccentric
orbit and its 3:2 spinorbit resonance causes roughly half its polar region (termed ’the warm
pole’ longitudes) to be exposed to more insolation than the other half (termed ’the cold pole’
longitudes), (Paige et al., 1992). We find that craters in the cold pole longitudes of Mercury
are shallower than craters in its warm pole longitudes (Supplementary Fig. 3).
We have conducted a parallel investigation of the morphology of simple craters in the
polar regions on the Moon. The polar orbit of LRO allows us to extend our survey to
latitudes 60◦90◦ (N/S) and measure 11, 228 craters in the same size range as on Mercury
(Fig. 5.1cf; see Methods). We refine the data as explained above and in the Methods. Figure
5.1d,f shows that the d/D ratio of lunar craters decreases with latitude near the south pole
but not the north pole of the Moon. We note that in both polar regions, the average d/D
equatorward of latitude 75◦ N/S is nearly equal and matches previous surveys25, 0.1242 and
0.1262 for the northern and southern hemispheres, respectively. In the southern hemisphere,
the shallowing starts near latitude 75◦ S, where craters become cold-traps according to
thermal models (Ingersoll et al., 1992; Rubanenko and Aharonson, 2017), and extends to the
pole. Near the south pole, craters become ∼ 15% shallower, corresponding to a maximal
shallowing of ∼ 50 ± 4 m. The average infill is ∼ 10 ± 1 m. A previous study (Kokhanov
et al., 2015) documented similar crater shallowing at both lunar poles for a smaller sample
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size and smaller crater size range, finding south polar craters to be shallower than north
polar craters.
The morphological trend we observe near the south pole of the Moon resembles the
one on Mercury; the poleward shallowing is of the same order (Fig. 5.1b), and pole-facing
slopes are slightly shallower than the equator-facing slopes (Supplementary Fig. 2b). This
resemblance, along with the correlation we find between cold-trapping craters and their d/D,
leads us to conclude that craters become shallower due to the presence of thick ice deposits
(Fig. 5.1). The absence of an analogous morphological trend near the north pole does not
necessarily imply a null result; ice deposits may still be present in north polar craters, but
the deposits may not be sufficiently thick to cause statistically significant shallowing.
5.3 Nature of Trapped Ice Deposits
Next we examine the relationship between the thick ice deposits we infer in this study and
previously detected surface ice on the Moon, obtained by correlating near-infrared spec-
troscopy acquired by the Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) on Chandrayaan-1 with data ac-
quired by LRO (Li et al., 2018). We divide each polar region (latitudes 8090 N/S) into areal
bins of 60 km2, and calculate the mean d/D and surface ice area fraction in every bin (see
Methods). Figure 5.2 shows that the mean d/D is negatively correlated with the surface ice
area fraction in the south pole, suggesting that some of these surface ice deposits may be
exhumed or replenished by water molecules diffusing from depth, a process that has been
demonstrated theoretically to be possible on geologic timescales (Schorghofer and Taylor,
2007; Schorghofer and Aharonson, 2014). However, this correlation does not rule out other
mechanisms for the present-day accumulation of surface ice, such as the cold-trapping of
exospheric volatiles (Watson et al., 1961; Schorghofer, 2015).
In the north polar region of the Moon we find that shallow craters are not spatially
correlated with the locations of surface ice deposits. The lack of this correlation in the
north, along with the absence of a morphological trend mirroring the one in the south,
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Figure 5.2: Surface ice data were composed by correlating near-infrared spectra obtained by
M3 aboard the Chandrayaan-1 with data acquired by LRO (Li et al., 2018). a,b, We find
a negative spatial correlation between the family of shallow craters we identified near the
south pole (a) but not near the north pole (b) of the Moon. For clarity, we show only bins
with surface ice fraction > 0.5%. Craters under that threshold do not significantly affect our
result, emphasized by the least-squares best-fit line. The error bars represent one standard
error to the mean. Some of the error bars are smaller than the data points they support.
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is puzzling and poorly understood. A possible explanation may lie in the relative ease of
volatile destruction compared to volatile accumulation. It is possible that craters in the
north contained thick ice deposits in the past that were later destroyed by, for example, the
heat produced by the Imbrium-forming impact (see Supplementary Information). This is
consistent with the previously observed sparsity of surface ice in the north relative to the
south (Fisher et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018).
Considering the ∼ 10 m average shallowing we infer for lunar south polar craters and
assuming a typical ice-free lunar highlands regolith thickness of ∼ 1020 m Fa and Wieczorek
(2012), we estimate that lunar subsurface deposits may be typically composed of ∼ 3050%
ice by mass. Water ice in these concentrations would not be expected to produce strong
radar backscattering, which is in general agreement with available lunar radar observations
(Stacy et al., 1997; Campbell et al., 2006; Spudis et al., 2013). These ice concentrations are
also in rough agreement with the results of the LCROSS impact in Cabeus Crater, which
have been interpreted to indicate the presence of up to 10% ice by mass in the uppermost
metres (Colaprete et al., 2010).
5.4 Ice accumulation history on Mercury and the Moon
The areal density of craters in our survey is depressed in the areas surrounding larger Upper
Imbrian craters such as Antoniadi, Hausen and Pythagoras (Fig. 5.1, regions marked B). This
indicates that the smaller craters in our sample predate these Upper Imbrian cratersand thus
are typically a few billion years old (Haruyama et al., 2009; McEwen et al., 1993). Although
the age of the craters puts an upper limit on the age of the deposits, it does not preclude the
possibility that they may be due to a recent asteroid or comet impact. However, we find it
more likely that these deposits are primordial due to their thickness, which implies that they
were delivered over long timescales, and the absence of a clear radar signal, which implies
that they are buried or mixed into the regolith.
A potential mechanism for the accumulation of buried, eroded water ice deposits in
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craters is shown in Fig. 5.3. Surface ice accumulates equally in all permanently shadowed
craters due to, for example, a large comet impact. After ice is deposited into cold-traps, it is
buried under regolith ejected by mass wasting or from nearby impact craters (Fig. 5.3a,b).
Finally, the regolith is gardened and the ice is exposed, producing a deposit with a low ice
fraction at the surface. This process may repeat itself. In this model, polar ice deposits have
a distinct topographic signature that is more readily detected in smaller craters because of
their relative larger infill. However, these physical mechanisms we propose to be responsible
for the accumulation and burial of ice should operate equally well in larger cold-traps to
create ∼ 10 m-thick ice-rich layers.
5.5 Future investigations of polar deposits
The statistical methodology employed in our study prevents us from identifying specific
craters that contain ice, as individual craters may appear shallower or deeper than average
due to their impact formation energy or the local geology (Pike, 1977). We find it unlikely
that phenomena unrelated to volatiles such as contamination by secondary craters, a local ge-
ologic deposit with different material strength, or crater degradation cause the shallowing we
observe. Removing highly elliptical craters, suspected as secondaries, does not significantly
affect our results. Furthermore, we find no correlation between craters’ d/D and the pres-
ence of large geologic deposits or the age of the surface (see full discussion in Supplementary
Information).
We may use our results to re-estimate the total mass of the ice trapped in the lunar poles.
Lunar cold-traps have been previously estimated to occupy ∼ 104 km2 (Paige et al., 2010a).
If all cold-traps hide a ∼ 10 m-thick pure subsurface ice deposit, the total mass of water ice
on the Moon could be estimated to be up to ∼ 100 billion metric tons. This is approximately
two orders of magnitude greater than previous estimates that are based on surface detections
and the LCROSS impact results (Colaprete et al., 2010; Hayne and Aharonson, 2015; Fisher
et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). Our results combined with previous radar data imply that the
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Figure 5.3: (a) A crater is formed, and then covered by regolith. (b) A ∼ 10 m-thick ice
deposit accumulates in the crater over a short time period. (c) Ejecta from nearby craters
or mass wasting buries the ice, slowing sublimation. With time, impact gardening exposes
some of the ice, or it may reach the surface by way of diffusion. This process may repeat
itself after each deposition. The vertical dimension is exaggerated for emphasis.
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most concentrated lunar ice deposits are likely to be buried a few meters under permanently
shadowed south polar cold-traps. The possibility that thick ice-rich deposits exist on the
Moon may not only help resolve the outstanding question regarding its low ice abundance
relative to Mercury, but may also have practical applications in preparation for a future
permanent lunar settlement.
5.6 Methods
5.6.1 Identifying and measuring craters
We begin by manually identifying simple impact craters on the MDIS and LRO Camera
(LROC) visible imagery polar mosaics using the JMARS crater counting tool. We record
the crater coordinates and diameter, omitting craters that overlap other craters as those
might not have a symmetric profile. In lower latitudes, the lighting conditions might make
it more difficult to identify shallower craters. To mitigate this observation bias, we use the
shaded relief polar mosaics calculated by the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA), LROC
and MLA as an additional reference. For MLA and LOLA, we have used data obtained from
Planetary Data System 3, v.2. After identifying the craters, we extract three topographic
profiles from the MLA and LOLA elevation maps gridded at a resolution of 250 m px1 and
120 m px1, respectively. One profile in the equatorialpolar direction, and two additional
profiles along the long and short axes of the crater. We choose the craters’ long and short
axes from 50 topographic profiles passing through the center of the crater and rotated at a
fixed angular increment. To measure the crater’s depth, diameter and mean slope we find
the crater’s rims and centre using an algorithm we developed: we begin by subtracting a
linear least-squares best fit from the profile to remove large-scale slope effects. Then, we
smooth the topography using a Gaussian filter to remove small-scale topographic noise. We
calculate the second derivative of the profile to find the deepest point in the crater. Using
this point as a reference, we divide the crater into two parts. For each part, we calculate the
first derivative and set the rim as the location in which it decreases to 10% of the steepest
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slope. The horizontal coordinate of the centre of the crater is defined as the median of
the line segment bounded between the two rims. The depth of the crater is calculated as
the difference between the average height of the rims and the height of its centre averaged
over the three profiles. The diameter of the crater is set as the distance between the two
rims. The median profile slope used to derive Supplementary Fig. 3 is calculated as the
median of the first derivative of the polarequatorial profile of the craters in our sample. The
data are further processed by manually reviewing the topographic profiles and discarding
false positives. We remove outliers (d/D < 0.025 and d/D > 0.25), and those suspected as
secondaries that may skew our results (see later). The contours in Supplementary Fig. 8
outline the full extent of the data range in depthdiameter space. Our catalogue is complete
to a d/D of ∼ 0.07 relative to a recently acquired lunar crater catalogue (Salamunic´car et al.,
2014).
5.6.2 Removing secondary craters
Secondary craters tend to be shallower and more elliptical than primary craters (Bierhaus
et al., 2018). Consequently, a recent prominent polar impact (such as the one that formed
Prokofiev Crater) might skew our result by contaminating the polar region with secondaries,
lowering its mean crater depth. We deal with this possible contamination by discarding
highly elliptic craters (circularity < 0.85, characteristic limit for secondaries (Schultz and
Singer, 1980)) and those found along crater rays. In this process, we have removed ∼ 1015%
of the overall crater population. For example, and although this is not in the scope of this
work, we identify and map craters suspected as Prokofiev Crater’s secondaries (group A in
Fig. 5.1a). These craters are anomalously shallow and elliptic, and follow distinct crater
rays that stretch from Prokofiev Crater towards the equator.
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5.6.3 Maximum potential ice infill and cold-trapping ability
To first order, the thickness of a cold-trapped ice deposit is limited by the depth of the PSV
harbouring it (Rubanenko et al., 2018). We use this limit to estimate to what extent the
depth of a simple crater would change due to the presence of a thick ice deposit. Simple
craters < 15 km are well approximated by hemispherical (bowl-shaped) cavities (Ingersoll
et al., 1992; Pike, 1977; Buhl et al., 1968). This approximation allows calculating the PSV
and cold-trapping ability of craters as a function of latitude and d/D ratio. To prepare Fig.
5.1df we determine which craters in our sample would cast permanent shadows (grey dots)
and which will not (green dots). The deepest instantaneous shadow ds cast by a crater with
depth d at incidence angle θi is,
ds
d
= β − sin θi(β − 1 + cot θi
√
2β − 1) (5.1)
where β ≡ 1+4∆2
8∆2
and ∆ is the crater d/D ratio. Craters will cease casting a permanent
shadow for ds = 0, which occurs when,
β =
1
1− β sin θi (5.2)
Assuming the obliquity is very small, at noon the incidence angle equals the local latitude,
ϕ = θi, and the above equation can be reduced to,
sinϕ =
1− 4∆2
1 + 4∆2
(5.3)
The shallowest instantaneous shadow cast at the centre of the crater during the day
sets the depth of the permanent shadow at the same point. For hemispherical craters, this
shallowest instantaneous shadow is cast at noon, when the solar incidence angle equals the
local latitude. The maximum potential ice infill is the extent to which an ice deposit would
decrease the depth of a simple crater. As explained above, the PSV depth is an upper limit
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for this maximum potential ice infill. We can calculate the depth of the PSV at the centre
of the crater using simple trigonometry
ds
d
= 1− 1
2∆
cot θi (5.4)
We use this equation to plot the black contours shown in Fig. 5.1df.
Our simplified permanent shadow model assumes that regional slopes do not tilt the
crater and that the obliquity, and thus the solar declination angle, is zero. In addition, it
assumes an idealized hemispherical shape for the crater and ignores small-scale topographic
imperfections such as impact craters and mass wasting. The former are factors that may
potentially impair the ability of the crater to cast a permanent shadow: tilted surfaces may
expose the floor of the crater to solar illumination at angles not predicted by our model, and
the obliquity to the ecliptic causes the Sun to be slightly higher at noon and rise and set at
different solar azimuths throughout the year. The latter is a more important effect that may
be analytically quantified. The azimuth of sunrise/sunset is given by,
cos as =
sin δ
cosφ
(5.5)
where δ is the solar declination angle and ϕ is the latitude. Taking the largest solar
declination δ =obliquity, as is the case at summer solstice, we see that the effect of obliquity
on the permanent shadow is greatest in high latitudes. For example, the lunar obliquity
is ∼ 1.5◦; in latitude 80◦, the largest deviation in azimuth of the sunrise from east is ∼ 9◦
towards the pole. However, this effect is compensated for by the low maximum possible solar
elevation angle that leaves most of the crater’s floor shadowed.
5.6.4 Determining ice stability in craters
Ice stability on airless surfaces is proportional to the equilibrium vapour pressure. Conse-
quently, it is highly sensitive to temperature variations (Watson et al., 1961; Schorghofer and
Taylor, 2007). For example, the sublimation rate of exposed ice at 115 K is ∼ 1 m per billion
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years, three orders of magnitude greater than the sublimation rate 100 K. Consequently, it
is common to define a ’cold-trap temperature’, above which volatiles cannot remain stable
for geologic time periods. This definition varies as it depends on the mass of the sublimating
ice deposit and the timescales. Here we choose this temperature to be Tct = 115 K, corre-
sponding to a sublimation rate of ∼ 1 m per billion years appropriate for our problem. The
temperature distribution of a hemispherical (bowl-shaped) crater depends on the regolith
optical properties, the crater latitude and the d/D ratio ∆. To estimate which craters are
cold-traps, we calculate their PSR equilibrium temperature T using an analytic scattering
model (Ingersoll et al., 1992; Buhl et al., 1968),
σT 4 = F0 sin e0
f − Af
1− Af
[
1 +
A(1− f)
ε
]
(5.6)
where F0 is the solar constant, e0 is the solar elevation angle, A is the surface albedo, ε = 0.95
(Rubanenko and Aharonson, 2017) is the infrared emissivity and f = 1/(1 + 1/4∆2). For
Mercury, we use A = 0.08 and for the Moon A = 0.13 (Rubanenko et al., 2018; Domingue
et al., 2011). The highest PSR temperature during the day, which serves as the criterion for
ice stability, is obtained at noon, when the solar elevation angle equals the co-latitude. To
find which craters are cold-traps, we first determine which craters cast a permanent shadow
using equation 5.3, and then verify that this shadow temperature is lower than Tct using
equation 5.5.
5.6.5 Correlation between surface ice and crater morphology
Recently (Hayne and Aharonson, 2015; Fisher et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018), positive detections
of surface ice deposits were mapped by constraining near-infrared spectra obtained by the
M3 instrument onboard the Chandrayaan 1 spacecraft with previously gathered LRO data
(Hayne and Aharonson, 2015; Fisher et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018). To test whether these
detected surface ice deposits are spatially correlated with the family of shallow craters we
identify here, we divide the polar region (between 80◦ N/S and the pole) into areal bins of
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60 km2. For each bin, we calculate the normalized area-weighted frequency of positive ice
detections and the mean d/D of craters, to find that they are negatively correlated (Fig.
5.2). We further check and find that this correlation is statistically significant at the 5%
significance level (see Supplementary Information).
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and Prospect
The work presented here concludes four years of research I conducted in UCLA, studying
the thermal stability of ice on the Moon and Mercury. The last chapter of this work both
serves as a summary and lays the foundations for a future investigation of how mechanical
processes affect the stability of ice trapped on airless surfaces.
Throughout this work, I set to investigate the difference in the amount of volatiles trapped
on Mercury and the Moon only to find it is potentially smaller than previously thought
(Chapter 4). This surprising discovery uncovered another question left to be answered:
if meters-thick ice deposits are trapped near the poles of both planetary bodies, why on
Mercury they are so much purer (radar bright, see Chapter 4) compared to the Moon?
The general hypothesis is that the basic physical properties of Mercury and the Moon
affect the turnover rates on the floors on craters. In the lower gravitational environment of
the Moon, downslope diffusion caused by seismic shaking and impact ejecta are significantly
more effective in redistributing regolith that protects trapped ice deposits. As a result,
most cold-trapped ice is quickly covered and mixed into the regolith. Mercury’s stronger
gravity makes this redistribution and mixing less effective. In addition, the presence of the
heavier carbonaceous volatiles on Mercury but not on the Moon (chapter 4) further halts
sublimation shortly after accumulation. These factors may make ice deposits on Mercury
accumulate faster and be more pure than ice deposits on the Moon.
To investigate how these processes affect ice stability I employ a probabilistic, Monte-
Carlo impact gardening model, following fundamental works that modeled impact gardening
on airless surfaces (Gault et al., 1974; Arnold, 1975; Richardson, 2009; Rosenburg et al.,
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2015). The stochastic mechanical features of the model are incorporated with volatile sta-
bility thermophysical simulations similar to those described in Chapter 3.
6.1 Impact Gardening Model
Due to its collisional history, the size distribution of bodies in the asteroid belt assumes the
shape of a steep power law (Dohnanyi, 1969). Dynamical models (Williams and Wetherill,
1994; Bottke Jr et al., 2005) and observations (Brown et al., 2002; Mainzer et al., 2014) have
found that Near Earth Asteroids (NEAs) and bollides penetrating Earth’s atmosphere also
follow a power laws with slightly different slopes. If we assume these two populations are the
main source for lunar impactors, their joint cumulative size distribution may be described
by a broken (piecewise) power law,
N(> D) =
 a1D
−b1 , D ≤ Di
a2D
−b2 , D > Di
, (6.1)
where N(> D) is the number of bodies with diameter > D impacting the surface per unit
area. The distribution parameters a1,2 and b1,2 are the power-law coefficients and exponents.
In this formulation, a also represents the number of bodies > 1 m impacting the surface per
unit area per Ma.
We estimate a1,2 and b1,2 for the Moon by fitting a line to the log transformed known
impactor cumulative flux distribution (Figure 6.1). For impactors < 10 m we use the global
bolide energy distribution database. We estimate the kinetic energy of the bolide from the
energy its fireball emits as it penetrates the atmosphere (Brown et al., 2002) and derive its
size assuming an impact velocity of 20 km s−1 and a density of 3000 kg m−3. Due to the
high variability of the impact flux before the year 2000, we only consider fireballs identified
between the years 2000−2019. For impactors > 1 km we use the most recently updated Near
Earth Ateroids (NEA) data normalized to 1 km and converted to impact flux using previous
estimates for the impact probability, P (> 1 km) = 3.11 × 10−15 Ma−1m−2 (Le Feuvre and
Wieczorek, 2011). To estimates NEA sizes, we convert their magnitude to effective spherical
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Figure 6.1: The impactors production function we use to simulate craters. For scales <
10 m (blue squares) we use the global fireball energy cumulative distribution converted to
impactor diameter (Brown et al., 2002). For scales > 1 km (orange triangles), we use recently
updated NEA size distribution converted to impact flux using dynamical models (Le Feuvre
and Wieczorek, 2011). The data gap between 10 m and 1 km is due to an observation bias,
also emphasized by the dashed orange line. Black dashed line shows the best fit power law.
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diameter Deff , assuming an albedo of pv = 0.14 (Mainzer et al., 2012, 2014),
Deff =
1329 · 10−0.2H√
pv
. (6.2)
6.1.1 Crater Size Scaling
We model the evolution of airless topographies by populating an initially flat rectangular
surface with impact craters using the Monte-Carlo method (also see Oberbeck et al., 1973;
Arnold, 1975; Richardson, 2009). In every model time step, an impactor diameter D is
randomly drawn from the cumulative piecewise power law flux distribution shown above
(Eq. 6.1). For other bodies in the solar system whose parameters are not as well constrained
this broken power law may be replaced with a single power law.
For every randomly drawn impactor, we also draw an impact location from a uniform
distribution. Impactors are assumed to come into contact with the surface at angle of 45◦ and
form a symmetrical transient crater, employing previously derived scaling laws (Holsapple,
1993). The equations governing crater formation and ejecta placement in our model are
based on the Cratered Terrain Evolution Model (CTEM) developed in Richardson (2009).
Here we only discuss some of these equations and refer the reader to Richardson et al. (2007)
and Richardson (2009) for the full derivation.
In the heart of cratering models lies the basic assumption that the size of the final crater
is much smaller than the size of the projectile. This assumption, which is true in most cases,
allows expanding the power laws observed in experimental impacts as point-source solutions
to solve for the mass, velocity and acceleration of the impacted material employing scaling
the well-known Buckingham pi theroem of dimensional analysis (Buckingham, 1914; Melosh,
1989).
Upon contacting the surface, the impactor compresses the target material and excavates
material in the form of jets of impact ejecta. An initial transient cavity is formed whose
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volume is,
Vt = K1
(
mi
ρt
)[(
gai
v2i
)(
ρt
ρi
)− 1
3
+
(
Y¯
ρtv2i
) 2+µ
2
]− 3µ
2+µ
(6.3)
where vi is the impact velocity and mi is the mass of the impactor, assumed to be spherical
with radius ai and density ρi. We account for the impact angle by multiplying the vi by an
additional cosine term, whose argument is drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and
2pi. g is the acceleration due to gravity, K1 is a material dependent proportionality constant
and Y¯ is the effective yield strength of the target material. 1/3 < µ < 2/3 is a parameter
that affects the physical dimensions of the coupling parameter (see Holsapple and Schmidt,
1987), and determines if the impact is governed by the impactor momentum (µ = 1/3) or
kinetic energy (µ = 2/3). The transient crater radius R can be then trivially calculated
from the transient volume using R = (3V/pi)1/3. In the last stage of crater formation the
transient cavity is modified by gravity, collapsing into the final crater whose radius is larger
in comparison. For simple craters (< 20 km on the Moon), the diameter of the final crater
is given by Df = 1.18Dt. In Figure 6.2 we show an example run of our model.
6.1.2 Ejecta Emplacement Distance and Thickness
The ejection velocity of excavated material decreases with the distance from the impact
location r. To model the thickness of the ejecta layer as a function of r we employ Maxwell’s
Z-model of crater excavation (Maxwell, 1977; Richardson et al., 2007). The ejecta thickness
as some distance away from the impact site is simply the ratio between the volume of ejecta
at this distance and the surface area occupied by landed ejecta,
t(r) =
Ve(r)
Ae(r)
(6.4)
the volume of ejecta at some distance is (Richardson, 2009),
Ve(r) =
5
4
piKgρt
ρi
(
rn+1
3 − rn3
)
(6.5)
where n is the index of the nth Z-shell.
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Figure 6.2: A model run simulating 1 Ga old surface on the Moon, without accounting for
ejecta. Crater scaling laws Eq. 6.3 are used to link the impactor energy and the size of the
final crater.
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Similarly, the surface area is,
A(r) = pi
(
l2n − l2n+1
)
(6.6)
where ln is the landing distance of the ejecta launched from the nth Z-shell. We refer the
reader to Richardson (2009) for the full derivation of l, which itself depends on the ejecta
velocity.
6.1.3 Mass Wasting and Seismic Slope Diffusion
Mass wasting is the process in which regolith fines and bedrock fragments slide down crater
walls due to natural downslope diffusion encouraged by impacts and seismic activity. It has
long been suspected mass wasting may protect ice trapped in polar craters by covering it
quickly after impact (Arnold, 1979; Moses et al., 1999). However, in order to preserve ice,
the downslope mass diffusion rate must be greater or at least comparable to the sublimation
rate.
On smaller planetary bodies, seismic shaking was shown to be highly effective in gener-
ating mass wasting. In the case of asteroids and comets, impact induced seismicity was even
shown to cause crater erasure over short time periods (Richardson Jr et al., 2005; Thomas
et al., 2006). Since the efficiency of these processes is determined by the ratio of the seismic
acceleration to the gravitational acceleration, their effect on the topography of the Moon is
much more limited.
However, as shown in Chapter 1, even a thin layer of regolith may be sufficient to signifi-
cantly increase the stability of cold-trapped ice. To verify whether downslope diffusion could
potentially be a significant source of protective regolith, we couple observations conducted
on the Moon with model simulations after Richardson (2009).
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6.2 Preliminary Results
6.2.1 The Role of Ejecta and Mass Wasting in Protecting Cold-Trapped Ice
In order to estimate the rate of downslope regolith diffusion on the Moon, we measure the
thickness of the lunar regolith inside large simple craters building upon previous studies.
As the floors of polar craters are obscured by the permanent shadow they case, we conduct
our analysis on equatorial craters assuming the mechanical behavior of illuminated regolith
should be similar in both regions.
Stopar et al. (2017) found fresh craters < 100−150 m do not penetrate the upper layer of
the fluffy highlands regolith and are consequently shallower compared to larger simple craters.
Here we adopt this method and measure the depth to diameter (d/D) distribution of 1004
craters 50 − 1000 m found on the floors of large (7 km − 15 km) highlands simple craters,
comparing them to the d/D distribution of craters of similar sizes that are found in the
intercrater terrain. We measure craters’ dimensions on digital elevation models derived using
stereo images obtained by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC, Robinson et al.
(2010)). We sample two perpendicular transect profiles passing through the crater center,
and determine the crater diameter by measuring the rim-to-rim distance and the crater depth
by measuring the difference between the average height of the rims and the lowest point on
the crater floor. Stopar et al. (2017) demonstrated the d/D of small craters classified in
images as fresh decreases with crater diameter. Building upon their methodology, we bin
craters by diameter and calculate the representative maximum crater depth in each bin,
abbreviated here as d95. d95 is determined by averaging the depth of craters found above
the 95th percentile depth in each bin, and is a more statistically robust alternative to the
maximum crater depth in the bin.
The results of this exploratory analysis are shown in Figure 6.3. The red and blue
lines show d95 for small craters in the intercrater terrain and on the floor of impact craters,
respectively. The red line shows a turning point at ∼ 100 m, similar to the one demonstrated
by Stopar et al. (2017), while the blue line shows a turning point at ∼ 300 m. Adopting
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Figure 6.3: The depth of simple craters outside (red) and inside (blue) larger craters. Deep
fresh craters in the intercrater terrain become shallower with diameter below ∼ 100 m, while
craters located on the floors of larger craters become shallower at ∼ 300 m. This implies the
regolith inside large impact craters is about three times thicker than the average regolith in
the lunar highlands. The blue data point surrounded by a black circle indicates a significantly
shallow crater bin, possibly due to the lower density of craters at this size range inside larger
craters. The statistical scatter is expected to decrease as more data is obtained in the future.
Stopar et al. (2017) interpretation, this potentially implies regolith found on the floor of large
simple craters is about three times thicker than the average regolith in the lunar highlands.
These results qualitatively agree with model prediction, who found regolith in craters is a
few time thicker compared to regolith in the intercrater terrain (Shoemaker et al., 1969;
Fassett and Thomson, 2014). It should be emphasized the statistical scatter is expected to
decrease as more data is obtained in the future.
This preliminary survey demonstrates regolith production in craters may accelerate ice
burial trapped within polar cold-traps. Using our model, we may now compare the rate of
ice sublimation to the rate of ice burial.
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Figure 6.4: We simulate ice burial by regolith following slope diffusion and ejecta. A layer
of ice (red) is initially placed on the surface, and a large crater excavates regolith from the
subsurface (green), burying the ice. Subsequent seismic shaking diffuse regolith downslope
occurs between crater emplacements, increasing the thickness of the regolith diffusion barrier.
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In Figure 6.4 we show an example simulation for such ice burial scenario. A thick layer
of ice (red) is emplaced on the surface and allowed to sublimate at a rate of 1 m Ga−1. After
some time has passed, a large crater forms, excavating regolith which buries the ice. The
sublimation rate of the ice that is now buried under more than a few centimeters of regolith
decreases significantly to ∼ 10−2 mm Ga−1, rendering it much more thermally stable. Closer
to the crater we see the protective sublimation lag also acts as a physical barrier, preventing
small impactors from re-exposing the ice to the harms of space.
6.3 Conclusions and Future Work
Over the course of this work my colleagues and I have attempted to explain the observed
difference in the amount of water ice trapped near the poles of Mercury and the Moon.
By relating surface roughness, temperatures and ice stability we have estimated the area
fraction of stable water ice on the Moon and proposed a method to explore ice trapped in
sub-resolution topography. Later, we employed our model to conclude the presence of micro
cold-traps on Mercury, whose volume helped constrain the age of cold-trapped volatiles on
the planet.
Finally, as sometimes occurs in scientific exploration, our attempt to further constrain
the thickness of ice deposits on Mercury and the Moon has led us to revisit our original
hypothesis of the difference between them. The results of the study described in Chapter
5 suggests the difference in the amount of volatiles may not be as significant as previously
thought. Instead, we postulate ice deposits on the Moon should be less pure compared to
ice deposits on Mercury. This question, along with the preliminary results discussed above,
will serve as a basis for two future investigations.
The first will deal with comparing the burial and sublimation rates of ices on the Moon
and Mercury in an attempt to resolve the apparent differences between them. The goal of
me and my colleagues is to use the model presented in this chapter to resolve some of the
questions raised in Chapter 4 and 5. To resolve how pristine ice deposits can survive on
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Mercury but not on the Moon, we intend to explore the role of the darkened sublimation
lag in protecting it from mechanical and thermal erosion. Exploiting the unique capabilities
of our 3−D impact gardening model, we hope to provide a mechanism that would explain
the formation of thick layers of radar-invisible, icy-regolith deposits in small craters on the
Moon, postulating the accelerated mass wasting within smaller craters may aid the process
relative to larger, complex craters.
The second study will focus on evaluating the role of mass wasting in driving ice burial
and other geologic processes on the Moon. In order to investigate the efficiency of this
highly complex process in sub-g accelerations, we are in the process of conducting a series
of experiments employing a seismic shaker and simulant powder which mimics the physical
properties of the lunar regolith.
There is a famous saying in Hebrew, ”Tam Velo Nishlam”, which may be translated as
”over, but not done”. As I write these final words it feels this proverb most appropriately
concludes my work, which will always - much like many other scientific investigations - be a
work in progress.
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